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fightingtalk
I’m not much of a boxing fan, but the recent passing of former heavyweight
champion Joe Frazier after a brief battle with liver cancer reminded me of the
power of sport to occasionally stop the world in its tracks. Frazier was the first
man to beat Muhammad Ali in ‘the Fight of the Century’ at Madison Square
Garden in 1971. His unanimous 15-round defeat of Ali was watched by an
estimated global television audience of 300 million, with Frazier’s classic left
hook to floor Ali in the 15th round sending shockwaves around the globe.
(Frazier went on to lose his next two fights with Ali, including the legendary
‘Thrilla in Manila’ in 1975, also watched by millions.)
Of course the reverberations generated by such great contests have failed to
reach the vast majority of airline passengers actually flying at the time, who
remain cocooned in the clouds and oblivious to the ensuing drama back on the
ground. OK, some US transcontinental flights have offered a satellite-based
service for the best part of a decade, but otherwise, passengers have been fed
pre-recorded news reels and canned television dramas – live coverage of the
World Cup or a Formula 1 finale simply haven’t been available. Until now. Both
Turkish Airlines and Gulf Air have begun offering inflight global live television,
and as our feature on page 54 notes, both are utilising the eXTV component of
Panasonic’s popular Global Communications Suite.
Panasonic confirms that sport will play a big role, with the IFEC supplier
developing its own exclusive channel, Sport24, in a joint venture with global
sport and media giant, IMG. In addition to all of Barclays’ Premier League
matches, it will show live broadcasts of Wimbledon tennis, the US and British
Open golf tournaments, UEFA Champions League football and the London
2012 Olympics. “Aircraft equipped with the Panasonic eXTV service will be the
only way that these events can be seen live, in flight anywhere in the world,”
notes Scott Scheer, Panasonic’s manager of programming and media services.
Of course sport is as keen as the aviation industry to embrace the huge
potential offered by an emerging Chinese middle class. On this note, China
Southern’s first A380, featured on page 30, may not be the most lavish, but it
still sends out a strong signal: “The aircraft and the cabin hardware on it are
probably meant to communicate two key messages,” suggest Daniel Baron of
Lift Strategic Design: “One is to the home market, where the number of wealthy
consumers has multiplied exponentially. These people have travelled and now
demand an experience on par with the top-rated foreign airlines in
the neighbourhood. The other is the market outside China, where brand
recognition of China Southern has been low. The A380 instantly gets the airline
on the map, and the seat hardware/IFE products are physical ways for China
Southern to show they are on par with others in the region.”
The delivery saw a media frenzy in China – it won’t be long until news and
sports events are beamed live into aircraft cabins flying in its vast airspace.

Anthony James, editor
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The long-sought ability to offer
passengers live television on
a global basis is becoming
available from multiple sources
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Past attempts to develop inflight television services
have often foundered, either on technical obstacles
or simply as a result of unfortunate timing, when
the availability of a service has coincided with one of the
periodic downturns in the airlines’ fortunes.
The Inmarsat-backed Airia scheme to feed programmes
to aircraft using the 10.5kbps Aero H/H+ service folded
post-9/11. Air TV planned a dedicated constellation of
satellites and got as far as commissioning the satellites and
launches, but no further. Boeing’s Connexion, originally
inspired by the installation of a phased array antenna on a
privately owned Boeing 767 in order to provide TV
reception, had the bandwidth, but what proved to be an
unsustainable business model once its original US airline
customers pulled out in the wake of 9/11.
Business jets have been able to add tail-mounted satellite
TV antennas such as the Rockwell Collins Tailwind,
Honeywell Ovation and Lufthansa Technik TIOS. Qatar
Airways and Oman Air installed the Tailwind 560 variant
with its fuselage-mounted antenna on their long-haul
aircraft: Oman Air currently offers Al Jazera Arabic and
International news plus BBC World live in Europe and adds
CNBC Arabia in the Middle East.

Bernard Fitzsimons,
Aircraft Interiors International
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Daniel Kerrison of flydubai talks
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The only airline-oriented service to endure was LiveTV.
Introduced by JetBlue in 2000, LiveTV was originally a USonly service using the Hughes DirecTV satellites, but is now
available in Canada and Australia as well: more than 500
aircraft operated by half a dozen airlines in North America
and Virgin in Australia are equipped to receive the LiveTV
service; and Azul, the latest start-up by JetBlue founder David
Neeleman, has been working to offer the service in Brazil.
Originally a joint venture between Harris and Thales
predecessor Sextant, LiveTV was acquired by its launch
customer in 2002. Since then it has augmented the TV
channels with XM satellite radio and the Kiteline text, SMS
and email service, and increased the number of channels
available to more than 95. Now it is planning a global
offering, starting with the availability of three to five
channels over the north Atlantic from late 2012. The two
key elements of the service now in place, the company says,
are content relationships and access to a global network
of bandwidth.
Among airlines offering LiveTV, Continental provides it
free to premium-class passengers but charges in economy
class. Frontier charges US$6 for access to 24 channels, but it
is free to upper-tier frequent flyers. The Foxtel programming
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030 precious pearl

A veteran of A380 delivery ceremonies, having
attended events for Singapore Airlines, Emirates,
Qantas and Lufthansa, I had a good idea of what
to expect back in October during the official handover of
China Southern Airlines’ first A380, held at the impressive
Airbus Delivery Centre in Toulouse, France. The facility
doubles as both auditorium and aircraft docking station. It
provides the perfect venue for the inevitable finale of such
events, when the curtains suddenly part to reveal a
glistening A380 resplendent in the appropriate airline’s
livery, to polite applause. However, what comes before this
moment is limited only by the imagination of the carrier’s
marketing department.
China Southern certainly didn’t disappoint in this respect
– some traditional ‘shadow play’ and a child compere injected
some freshness and fun into what can be quite a dry affair.
However, what struck me most of all was the dancing that
followed – the choreography was interesting enough, but
what really grabbed my attention was the sheer size of one of
the troupe. A giant among men, this particular fellow
somehow managed to still look graceful and in step with his
far more slight counterparts. The defining moment came
when he hoisted a child aloft – symbolic perhaps of the A380
carrying the hopes of a new generation of Chinese travellers,
while also underscoring the huge growth potential of China
from an aerospace perspective. “China will eventually fly,
operate and need over 200 A380s by the year 2030,” noted
Airbus’s CEO, Tom Enders, during the ceremony.

China’s first A380 may not be the
most luxurious or imaginative, but it
nevertheless marks the beginning of
an important chapter in aviation
ANTHONY JAMES,
Aircraft Interiors International

9G:6BI>8@:I The airline, which has ordered five A380800s, is the seventh A380 operator so far. It has opted to
install 506 seats in total in a three-class configuration. Eight
first-class suites (pictured) feature at the front on the main
deck in a 1-2-1 layout, followed by 352 economy seats in a
3-4-3 configuration. The upper deck sees a further 76
economy seats (2-4-2) to the rear, followed by 70 lie-flat
business-class seats in a staggered 1-2-1 configuration.
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Passengers judge airlines by their cabins,
so it makes sense to keep seats and
other elements clean, comfortable and
working well
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Support for aircraft cabins comes in many forms.
Airlines have their own procedures to identify and
remedy damage or deterioration, and they can
call on a wide range of specialist services to help restore
furnishings and equipment.
Monarch Aircraft Engineering Ltd (MAEL) supports
a range of aircraft types for Monarch Airlines and other
operators. Paul Godfrey, design services manager (head of
design organisation), says that ensuring the cabin is
maintained to a high standard entails significant costs and
resources, particularly as the age of the aircraft increases.
Sidewalls and laminates suffer, he says, “but a lot of the hard
wear really is on the seats”. Monarch contracts out routine
care of seat covers and replacement of cushions, but there is
a lot of wear and tear on seat tray tables, seatback pockets
and armrests, particularly in the aisle where passengers are
apt to stand on them to reach the overhead bins. Toilet
modules, which see high utilisation in flight, also “take a fair
battering,” he notes.
Laminates are normally changed every 18-20 months
during the heavier C checks. “When the aircraft comes in,
the cabin sidewalls and the toilet laminates and the toilet

%(-

modules and galley sidewalls are all inspected and checked
for wear and tear,” says Godfrey. Wear and tear is also
monitored between checks: “Defects are recorded in
the cabin defect log after every flight, so if a laminate has
been scratched or chipped on a toilet module it would
be replaced.”
DCI=:A>C: Airline Services provides nose-to-tail interior

support, covering galleys, seats, soft furnishings, carpets,
sidewalls, overhead bins, ceiling panels, floorboards and
cargo bay liners. One of its biggest activities is seat
maintenance, both on and off wing.
Cabin and seat line maintenance is one speciality: “We
provide that service for several companies,” says regional
sales manager Glyn Wall. “It keeps their aircraft in tip-top
condition, which is what everybody wants at the moment.
Obviously being in a recession companies want to come out
fighting on the other side with a decent product. The best
way to do that is with a good looking cabin that attracts
people to their airline.”
Under the normal maintenance cycle the cabin shows a
steady decline from one C check until everything is restored
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Bernard Fitzsimons,
Aircraft Interiors International
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With the excitement building in anticipation of
receiving its first A380 next autumn, Thai
International Airways (THAI) continues to revamp
its existing long-haul fleet of Boeing 747-400s. The airline’s
first retrofitted 747-400 – registration TGR – will be
introduced on the twice-daily London-Bangkok service from
1 December 2011. Its second retrofitted 747 will come on
line on 15 December.
THAI currently operates 18 747-400s in total but only plans
to upgrade 12 747-400s in two phases – the first six will be
complete by December 2011; with work on the remaining
half dozen finished by mid-2012. The other six 747-400s
will be gradually phased from service. The first batch of
retrofitted aircraft will see new economy seating installed
and an IFE upgrade, while the second batch will see new
seating throughout, as well as a new IFE system.
The airline’s very first retrofitted 747-400 was completed
by SIA Engineering Company. However, THAI announced
in August that its MRO division, THAI Technical
Department, is taking over responsibility for carrying out
the work for the 11 remaining 747s at its Don Muang
Airport facility in Bangkok.
“We have the ways and the means and the capacity to do
it,” explains Krittaphon C. Chantalitanon, THAI’s vice
president of product and service development. “There were
also some delays and cost escalations with the first aircraft,”
he continues. “After some consultation, we decided our own
MRO people can do this – and they have proved that they
can do it very well – we have done a lot of work for other
carriers, so why not us?”
THAI was due to receive its sixth retrofitted 747 in
November, but the recent flooding that has swept across the
country has forced Don Muang Airport to close, putting the
schedule back: “The programme has been slightly delayed
because of the flood,” confirms Chantalitanon. “The sixth
747 was supposed to be delivered by the end of November,
but now it will be ready by the end of the year.”
The work for the first six aircraft costs approximately
THB200 million (£4 million) per aircraft and takes 40 days.
The second batch, which sees new seats installed in all three
classes, will push the cost up to THB480 million (£9.5
million) per aircraft and take 60 days to complete.

046 purple patch
New seats and IFE are being retrofitted
to THAI’s 747s as the airline prepares to
take delivery of its first A380
anthony James,
Aircraft Interiors International

6AA 8=6C<: The decision to install new interiors was

prompted by the imminent arrival of the carrier’s first A380.
“We took delivery of the first 747-400 almost 20 years ago,”
says Chantalitanon. “With the new flagship A380 being
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The long-sought ability to offer
passengers live television on
a global basis is becoming
available from multiple sources
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Past attempts to develop inflight television services
have often foundered, either on technical obstacles
or simply as a result of unfortunate timing, when
the availability of a service has coincided with one of the
periodic downturns in the airlines’ fortunes.
The Inmarsat-backed Airia scheme to feed programmes
to aircraft using the 10.5kbps Aero H/H+ service folded
post-9/11. Air TV planned a dedicated constellation of
satellites and got as far as commissioning the satellites and
launches, but no further. Boeing’s Connexion, originally
inspired by the installation of a phased array antenna on a
privately owned Boeing 767 in order to provide TV
reception, had the bandwidth, but what proved to be an
unsustainable business model once its original US airline
customers pulled out in the wake of 9/11.
Business jets have been able to add tail-mounted satellite
TV antennas such as the Rockwell Collins Tailwind,
Honeywell Ovation and Lufthansa Technik TIOS. Qatar
Airways and Oman Air installed the Tailwind 560 variant
with its fuselage-mounted antenna on their long-haul
aircraft: Oman Air currently offers Al Jazera Arabic and
International news plus BBC World live in Europe and adds
CNBC Arabia in the Middle East.

BERNARD FITZSIMONS,
AIRCRAFT INTERIORS INTERNATIONAL
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The only airline-oriented service to endure was LiveTV.
Introduced by JetBlue in 2000, LiveTV was originally a USonly service using the Hughes DirecTV satellites, but is now
available in Canada and Australia as well: more than 500
aircraft operated by half a dozen airlines in North America
and Virgin in Australia are equipped to receive the LiveTV
service; and Azul, the latest start-up by JetBlue founder David
Neeleman, has been working to offer the service in Brazil.
Originally a joint venture between Harris and Thales
predecessor Sextant, LiveTV was acquired by its launch
customer in 2002. Since then it has augmented the TV
channels with XM satellite radio and the Kiteline text, SMS
and email service, and increased the number of channels
available to more than 95. Now it is planning a global
offering, starting with the availability of three to five
channels over the north Atlantic from late 2012. The two
key elements of the service now in place, the company says,
are content relationships and access to a global network
of bandwidth.
Among airlines offering LiveTV, Continental provides it
free to premium-class passengers but charges in economy
class. Frontier charges US$6 for access to 24 channels, but it
is free to upper-tier frequent flyers. The Foxtel programming
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WORLD EXPO 2012

Business Jet Interiors World Expo will be held on
22-23 February 2012 in Cannes, France. Tailored
specifically to showcasing the very latest in executive jet
and helicopter interior design and technologies, the
event, together with the neighbouring FBO destinations
show Business Airport World Expo, is expected to draw
around 2,000 executive jet owners, operators and
completion centres from all over the world! It will also
include a free-to-attend conference boasting what is
probably the best speaker line-up of the year. The
following pages feature just some of the highlights of the
business jet industry’s only interior dedicated show…

B

usiness Jet Interiors
World Expo, organised
by the publisher of
Business Jet Interiors
International and creator
of Aircraft Interiors Expo,
takes places in Cannes, France, on
22-23 February 2012.
Together with its sister show,
Business Airport World Expo, Business
Jet Interiors World Expo 2012 will for
the first time give executive jet owners
and operators, as well as completion

centres, an intimate global exhibition
that is focused solely on their cabin
interior requirements.
The Cannes-based show will bring
the pages of this magazine to life, so
expect to see the best seating, catering
services and equipment, flooring
materials, IFE systems, lighting,
materials, design houses – everything
that goes into creating bespoke, worldclass business jet cabins.
A highlight of the show will be the
free-to-attend Business Jet Interiors

24

showpreview
YOUR GUIDE TO THE PRODUCT INNOVATIONS AND
TOP SPEAKERS SET TO GRACE BUSINESS JET
INTERIORS WORLD EXPO IN CANNES, FRANCE, ON
22-23 FEBRUARY 2012
Izzy Kington, Business Jet Interiors International

World Conference, which features
speakers including Andrew Fulford,
manager of design operations at
Gulfstream; Magnus Aspegren, director
of BMWDesignworks’ Singapore studio;
Jim Dixon, director of aviation at
Andrew Winch Designs; Patrice Royer,
business and private aviation director
at Eurocopter; Andrew Muirhead, CEO
of IDAir; Tim Callies, head of Comlux
Creatives; and Richard Warren
Roseman of RWR Designs.com.
Turn the page to learn more!

www.BusinessJetInteriorsWorldExpo.com

24 Business Jet Interiors International.com January 2012
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branddesigns 34

Gulfstream’s new Elite interior option for the G550 and G450
cherry-picks some of the best features of the G650 to create a
recognisable brand across the manufacturer’s large-cabin aircraft

GULFSTREAM’S NEW ELITE INTERIOR OPTION FOR
THE G550 AND G450 CHERRY-PICKS SOME OF THE
BEST FEATURES OF THE G650 TO CREATE A
RECOGNISABLE BRAND ACROSS THE
MANUFACTURER’S LARGE-CABIN AIRCRAFT
Chris Colvin, Business Jet Interiors International

1. Caption please

1. A G450 sporting the
new Elite interior

34 Business Jet Interiors International.com January 2012

G

ulfstream customers can
now get the look and
feel of the new flagship
G650 interior on their
smaller G550 and G450
jets. The optional Elite
package was unveiled in October 2011
and “is built on the brand DNA of the
G650”, according to Gulfstream
president Larry Flynn.
Elite copies the look, feel and
functionality of a G650 interior, from
the high-tech galley to the seat styling
to the wireless Gulfstream Cabin
Management System (GCMS). Elite
could become as big a visual branding
component as the aircraft line’s
signature oval passenger windows.
Andrew Fulford, manager of design
at Gulfstream (and a speaker at
Business Jet Interiors World Expo, to
be held in Cannes, France, on 22-23
February 2012), says that the Elite is
part of a larger effort to create a brand
aesthetic for Gulfstream interiors from
the G650 to the new super-mid-size
G280. “We’ve established the new
DNA for Gulfstream with the G650
cabin and we have followed that into
the G280 and now the Elite package,”
he says. “It is very much a conscious
effort. We don’t want these cabins to
appear as if they are exactly the same
– they are definitely not the same – but
they are very well linked together.”
“Customers will see that the
signature G650 look has been carefully
tailored to accentuate the attributes of
the G550 and G450,” explains Flynn.
“For example, the Elite package
includes a racetrack accent embracing
the aircraft’s lower sidewall. This
design detail, which features French
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motherrussia 50
THE SUKHOI BUSINESS JET, RUSSIA’S
ANSWER TO THE BIG IRON OFFERINGS OF AIRBUS,
BOEING AND EMBRAER, SHOULD BENEFIT FROM THE
DESIGN INPUT AND MARKET EXPERTISE OF ITS FIRST
CUSTOMER, COMLUX
Chris Colvin, Business Jet Interiors International

The Sukhoi Business Jet, Russia’s answer to the big iron offerings
of Airbus, Boeing and Embraer, should benefit from the design
input and market expertise of its first customer, Comlux

1. Caption please

1. One of Superjet’s
interior concepts for
the SBJ
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green machine 062
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Southwest continues to trial a
lighter, high-tech interior that
could set new sustainability
standards for the cabin
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CHRISTINE NEGRONI,
Aircraft Interiors International
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In the decades-long search to save fuel, every part
of the aircraft has been re-examined and every
pound re-evaluated. Now, with a two-year trial
coming to a close, Southwest Airlines is ready to make
changes to the interiors of its Boeing 737s having found
weight-saving technology for seats and carpeting that’s worth
the price, and onboard internet technology that’s worth the
weight. From seat covers to carpet tiles, the changes could
set new sustainability standards for aircraft interiors.
Southwest Airline’s ‘green plane’ (tail number WN222)
started in 2009 when the four-year-old aircraft lost
226kg (500 lbs) with the installation of cutting-edge
materials that are lighter, easier to maintain and in some
cases reusable. WN222 has the same single-class 137-seat
cabin configuration as the rest of the Southwest fleet. The
weight savings are expected to provide a 10,000 gallonper-aircraft fuel saving each year.
“The direction we are going in the cabin is
revolutionary,” says Marilee McInnis a spokeswoman for
Southwest. “It takes a long time and it’s not something that
happens easily but we wanted to eliminate waste and get
weight and fuel savings. We think it is the way of the future
and we are excited with the results.”
As part of the Southwest challenge, several materials
manufacturers agreed to redesign existing products for airline
application. Izit Leather (a textile-backed, polyurethanecoated artificial leather) was being used on walls, headliners
and some seating on business jets as long ago as 2002,
explains Drew Clabough of Izit Leather based in Illinois. This
toe in the water piqued the company’s interest in creating a
product certified for use on airliners that was light but able to
hold up under heavy passenger use.
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wap’s up 070

L^gZaZhh]ZVY"ZcYhnhiZbhigZVb^c\idWdi]V^ga^cZ"
egdk^YZYhXgZZch^cVhZVi"XZcig^XVgX]^iZXijgZVcY
eVhhZc\Zg"egdk^YZYYZk^XZh^hVbVh]"jei]Vildg`h

Wireless head-end system
streaming to both airline-provided
screens in a seat-centric architecture
and passenger-provided devices
is a mash-up that works
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What are the biggest IFEC trends to have emerged
during 2011? Seat-centric IFE is one. The coming of
age of COTS tablets as IFE devices is another. And
the re-emergence of wireless IFE is also making waves. Which
of these will be 2012’s biggest story? How about the fact that
they are all variously converging with inflight connectivity in
a blend of services that offers the best advantages of each.
Wireless streaming of content in the cabin is the
component that brings these things together. And 2011 is
the year that wireless IFE moved from theory to practice.
It began in February with Lufthansa Systems’ rollout of
its BoardConnect wireless IFE system at the ITB Berlin travel
trade show – with its launch customer Condor announced
in March – followed in April at Aircraft Interiors Expo with
the announcement of a joint venture between electrical
engineering company Siemens CMT and European hightech aerospace company Altran to develop a wireless system
called Simple3.
Then in May, Aircell (since renamed Gogo) announced a
trial on two American Airlines’ B767-200s of a cachedcontent wireless system complementary to its air-to-ground
connectivity system. In June, Tune Box – the digital media
arm of Tune Group – announced at the Paris Airshow that it
was developing a wireless IFE system for sister company,
Malaysian low-cost, long-haul carrier AirAsia X, that will
leverage the existing onboard architecture from AirAsia X’s
FlightFocus EFB.

MICHAEL CHILDERS,
Aircraft Interiors International
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=:6KNL:><=I 9:8>H>DC And then, at the Airline
Passenger Experience Association (APEX) Conference in
Seattle in September, IFE heavyweights Thales and
Panasonic declared that they were onboard with wireless
technology as well.
Panasonic Avionics announced its eXW wireless IFE
system that delivers a portal to passengers’ own devices,
including streamed content and a whole lot more. And
Thales announced that it has reached agreement to work
with Siemens CMT on the development and testing of a new
onboard wireless content distribution system for use with
passenger mobile devices. Under the partnership, Siemens
provides the software that is utilised on Thales’ hardware,
with Thales handling the marketing.
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I]ZaViZhiaZVi]Zgh!XVgeZih!iZmi^aZhVcY
igZVibZcihbVYZ[dgi]ZV^gXgV[iXVW^c

6cYgZl Bj^g]ZVY  HdcÉh Adl 8VgWdc
AZVi]Zg lVh XgZViZY id VYYgZhh g^h^c\
XdcXZgchdkZg[jZaXdhih!hjhiV^cVW^a^inVcY
XVgWdc Zb^hh^dch# I]Z bVYZ"id"dgYZg
aZVi]ZglZ^\]hVeegdm^bViZan+*%\$b'VcY
^h&bbi]^X`#I]ZegdYjXi^h&%%\Zcj^cZ
aZVi]ZgÄ^i^hcdigZXdchi^ijiZY!gZXnXaZYdg
gZ]Vh]ZY# I]Z XdbeVcn hVnh Adl 8VgWdc
AZVi]Zg ]Vh Vaa i]Z egdeZgi^Zh ndj ldjaY
ZmeZXi [gdb \Zcj^cZ aZVi]Zg! l]^aZ WZ^c\
(%a^\]iZgVcYWdVhi^c\\gZViZgZaVhi^X^in
i]VchiVcYVgYaZVi]Zg#
GZXZcil^ch[dgi]ZXdbeVcn^cXajYZVc
dgYZg[dgKdnV\ZgaZVi]Zg[gdb<ja[6^g![dg
i]Z cZmi hiV\Z ^c ^ih 6((% egd\gVbbZ#
BZVcl]^aZ!AVc8]^aZ]VhheZX^[^ZY6cYgZl
Bj^g]ZVY aZVi]Zg [dg ^ih cZl 7dZ^c\
9gZVba^cZg ,-,! l]^X] ^h hX]ZYjaZY id
XdbZ^cidhZgk^XZ^c'%&'#I]ZcZlV^gXgV[i
l^aa ZmeVcY AVc 8]^aZÉh hZgk^XZh WZilZZc
Hdji] 6bZg^XV VcY LVh]^c\idc 98 VcY
AdcYdc=ZVi]gdl#
lll#bj^g]ZVY#Xd#j`
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=Vk^c\iZVbZYjel^i]Vc>iVa^Vc[VXidgni]Vi^hjhZYWn
]^\]"ZcY[Vh]^dc]djhZh!:YZabVcXVccdld[[Zgi]gZZd[
^ih bdhi edejaVg aZVi]Zgh AjmZ! 6gi^hVc VcY CVeda^ Vh
ldkZcegdYjXih#I]ZgZVgZ[djglZVkZeViiZgchidX]ddhZ
[gdb/8aVhh^X!6aZhh^!7VaaVVcY6gijgd#
AjmZ 8Va[ VcY 6gi^hVc VgZ bVYZ [gdb :jgdeZVc
kZ\ZiVWaZ"iVccZY Vc^a^cZ"YnZY XVa[h`^c# AjmZ 8Va[ ]Vh V
g^X] h]ZZc egdYjXZY Wn WZ^c\ ]ZViZY VcY egZhhZY#
BZVcl]^aZ!CVeda^!^che^gZYWnVci^fjZaZVi]Zg!^hbVYZ
[gdb :jgdeZVc kZ\ZiVWaZ"iVccZY Vc^a^cZ"YnZY Xdl]^YZ#
AjmZ^hVkV^aVWaZ^c'(Xdadjgh!VkZgV\Zh'-"(%[i'VcY^h
&#%"&#'bbi]^X`06gi^hVcXdbZh^c[djgXdadjgh!VkZgV\Zh
('"()[i' VcY ^h &#(bb i]^X`0 VcY CVeda^ ]Vh &, Xdadjg
dei^dch!VkZgV\Zh)*"*%[i'VcY^h&#'"&#(bbi]^X`#
6aa^c"hidX`aZVi]ZgXVcWZYZheViX]ZY^bbZY^ViZan0[dg
XjhidbdgYZgh!aZVYi^bZ^hVWdji[djgidh^mlZZ`h#
:YZabVcVahdaVjcX]ZY9Vn<adl7g^\]ihZVga^Zg^c'%&&#
I]^h ZnZ"XViX]^c\ XdaaZXi^dc lVh ^che^gZY Wn i]Z cZdc
ldg`d[Vgi^hihDaV[jg:a^VhhdcVcY9Vc;aVk^c!i]Z\gV[[^i^
Vgi d[ HiZe]Zc HegdjhZ! VcY i]Z igZcY [dg Xdadjg[ja X^in
W^`Zh# I]Z cZdc"Wg^\]i aZVi]Zg ^h Xjhidb XdadjgZY [dg
ZVX]Xa^ZciVcYbVYZ[gdbGdnVa=^YZ!:YZabVcÉhWZhi"
hZaa^c\aZVi]Zg[dgV^gXgV[i^ciZg^dgh#
lll#ZYZabVcaZVi]Zg#Xdb
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AVciVa

VaaVWdjilZVkZ

:YZabVc

I^hXV I^VgV bdW^a^in iZmi^aZh gZXZcian aVjcX]ZY 6aid 7Vhhd 6k^d! V cZl
XdaaZXi^dc d[ XVgZ[jaan ]Vgbdc^hZY XVgeZih VcY hZVi XdkZg VcY XjgiV^c
[VWg^Xh# I]Z ^YZV ^h id egdk^YZ V XdckZc^Zci h^c\aZ hdjgXZ d[ gZVYn"id"
^beaZbZci hd[i [jgc^h]^c\ YZh^\c XdcXZeih [dg i]Z Zci^gZ XVW^c# I^hXV
I^VgVÉhcZlXdaaZXi^dcgZ[aZXihi]ZaViZhi\adWVaigZcYh^ciZgbhd[YZh^\ch!
iZmijgZhVcYXdadjgXdbW^cVi^dch!VcYlVhegdYjXZYVcYYZkZadeZYidWZ
ZXd"[g^ZcYan#I]ZXdbeVcnVahdWZa^ZkZhi]ZegdYjXihl^aa\ZcZgViZadlZg
a^[ZXnXaZXdhih[dgV^ga^cZh#
I^hXVI^VgVbV^ciV^chZmiZch^kZhidX`!l^i]bVcni]djhVcYhd[[VWg^Xh
VcYXVgeZihVaaVkV^aVWaZ[dg^bbZY^ViZh]^ebZciVcYl^i]cdb^c^bjb
dgYZgfjVci^in#;djcYZY^c&.)%!i]ZHl^hhXdbeVcnYZh^\ch!YZkZadehVcY
bVcj[VXijgZhVaahdgihd[XVgeZih!hZViXdkZgVcYXjgiV^c[VWg^Xh!hiZVb"
eaZViZY XjgiV^ch VcY di]Zg gZVYn"id"^chiVaa egdYjXih [dg i]Z XdbeaZiZ
V^gXgV[i^ciZg^dgjcYZgdcZgdd[#
lll#i^hXV#Xdb
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078 soft spot
The latest leathers, carpets, textiles and
treatments made for the aircraft cabin

[Vgb[gZh]

IZZY KINGTON,
Aircraft Interiors International

AVciVa IZmi^aZh ]Vh gZcZlZY ^ih edgi[da^d d[
aZVi]Zgh# I]Z gVc\Z Xdch^hih d[ [djg ineZh l^i]
Y^[[ZgZci hjg[VXZ iZmijgZh VcY V eVaZiiZ d[ )-
Y^hi^cXi^kZXdadjgh#8VaVcYd^hYZh^\cZYid]VkZV
h^a`n!hd[iVcYcVijgVa]VcY[dgXdb[dgi08aVhh^X^h
VXdda!iZX]c^XVaaZVi]Zgi]ViAVciVahVnh^hZVhn
id XVgZ [dg0 8gZhXZcYd ^h V cVijgVaan higjXijgZY
aZVi]Zg0VcY8dcWg^d^hW^aaZYWni]ZXdbeVcnVh
i]ZWZhiX]d^XZ[dgaVg\Z"kdajbZegd_ZXih#
I]ZaZVi]ZgXVcWZXjhidb^hZY^cbVcnlVnhid
gZ[aZXii]ZV^ga^cZÉhXdgedgViZ^YZci^in#AVciVahVnh
YnZh XVc WZ [dgbjaViZY id VX]^ZkZ k^gijVaan Vcn
h]VYZidbViX]dgXddgY^cViZl^i]a^kZgnXdadjgh!
[dg ^chiVcXZ Vh YZ[^cZY Wn i]Z EVcidcZ dg G6A
hnhiZbh#;jgi]ZgYZh^\cdei^dchVgZZbWdhh^c\!
YZWdhh^c\ VcY ZbWgd^YZgZY ad\dh dg eViiZgch!
heZX^Vaan hi^iX]ZY hZVbh VcY e^e^c\ VcY ZkZc
eZg[dgVi^dchVcYY^bea^c\#
L^i] [^i"VcY"[an egdYjXih hjX] Vh egZ"Xji
aZVi]ZgeVgihVcYgZVYn"bVYZhZViXdkZgh!VcY^ih
9Zh^\cDg\Vc^hVi^dc6eegdkVahiVijh!AVciVaV^bh
id gZYjXZ V^ga^cZhÉ egdXZhh bVcV\ZbZci VcY
]VcYa^c\Xdhih#
lll#aVciVa#Xdb
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084 light it up
LED-based ambient lighting has
transformed many cabins but certain
pitfalls could see it leapfrogged by even
more advanced technology in the future
GUY BIRD,
Aircraft Interiors International
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STG Aerospace unveils the latest innovation
in photoluminescent (PL) floorpath marking;
a unique pattern-matching service.
SafTGlo is the world’s
leading
photoluminescent
emergency floorpath marking
system and has been at
the forefront of all the major
innovations in PL for the
aerospace sector.
STG has now extended
its market-leading SafTGlo
range with a unique patternmatching offer.
SafTGlo
PatternMatch
is tailor-made to match
the actual pattern of even
the most intricate carpet
design. A translucent overlay,
specially printed to match
the surrounding carpet’s
color and design, sits over
the PL strip making the
system completely discreet
when cabin lighting is on but
just as effective as other
SafTGlo variants if the lights
go out.

UK +44(0)1760 723232

USA +1305 828 98 11

A unique ultra slim profile and an easy clip-to-fit
installation makes SaftGlo the leading choice in
premium cabin design schemes

Make significant savings with SafTGlo.
U Return on investment – possible pay-back
within 3 months
U Used by hundreds of airlines on thousands
of aircraft to drive down cost base
U Save up to 25% versus installation costs of
electrical systems
U Many SafTGlo systems have notched up
over 10 years of trouble-free service
U Huge savings in through-life costs
U Maintenance free technology –
no costly servicing
U SafTGlo is the low-cost alternative to
electrical emergency floorpath systems.

stgaerospace.com

PatternMatch has been
developed in response to
demands from customers
for whom interior design is a
key feature.
Like all SafTGlo ColorMatch
systems the new design is a
completely sealed system that
is both hard-wearing and low
maintenance; making it the
perfect, easy-to-fit low cost
alternative to electrical floorpath
marking systems.
With its inherent ability to
drive down the cost of operating
aircraft SafTGlo is the preferred
choice for Boeing, Embraer
and is flying high in over 7000
aircraft worldwide.
For more information on how
your airline could benefit from
new SafTGlo PatternMatch,
visit us online at:
www.stgaerospace.com

Emergency Floorpath Evacuation System
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1. Caption please

CONTENT LICENSING REMAINS THE BIGGEST
HURDLE TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF WIRELESS IFE
STREAMING ON BOARD
Ben Frain, Business Jet Interiors International

1

Content licensing remains the biggest hurdle to the
implementation of wireless IFE streaming on board



A

s more and more
passengers
carry
personal electronic
devices (PEDs) onto
business jets, there’s a
growing demand for
content to be streamed wirelessly to
these devices. Furthermore, as the
diversity of content continues to
expand, passengers expect to consume
different media simultaneously, making
the ability to facilitate different streams
to disparate devices essential.
The real level of demand for
onboard wireless streaming, through
WiFi technologies, is difficult to
quantify and varies upon the specific
market segment. “We haven’t seen a
significant number of requests for this
kind of system yet,” says Claudio
Camelier, Embraer’s vice president of
market intelligence for executive jets.
“We have noticed an increasing
number of questions about the subject,
mainly from fleet operators. Customers
have asked for information and
support to learn about these
technologies, but not necessarily for an
immediate implementation.”
Meanwhile, outfits at the cutting
edge of developing wireless streaming
solutions are feeling greater market
demand. “Since the technology has
matured, the market is showing a
strong interest in the functionality that
such systems can provide. It will
however be up to the initial entrants to
demonstrate that they have easy-touse, robust solutions for it to be a longterm success,” says Andrew Muirhead,
CEO of IDAIR (a joint venture between
Lufthansa Technik and Panasonic),
who is confirmed as a speaker at the
upcoming Business Jet Interiors World
Expo (to be held in Cannes, France, on
22-23 February 2012).

8IGLRMGEP GLEPPIRKIW Technical hurdles
to onboard WiFi implementation and
streaming seem to be in the past.
Rockwell Collins’ Lupita Ho, principal
marketing manager of cabin systems,
says that “enabling content in the
aircraft to stream wirelessly within the
cabin is almost a non-issue”. Embraer’s
Camelier concurs: “The hardware part
was the easy part!”

58 Business Jet Interiors International.com January 2012

1. IDAIR plans to
enable wireless
streaming of
licensed and DRMprotected content to
passenger PEDs
from 2013
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Deer Jet is one of the largest business jet charter operators in a market
predicted to become the world’s biggest within a decade – so what do its
latest BBJ and ACJ deliveries say about Chinese tastes?

deerjet



F

ormer United Nations
secretary Kofi Annan flies
Deer Jet – there’s a photo
and quote on Deer Jet’s
website to prove it. As
endorsements go it’s right
up there and ringing, and alongside a
client list that also includes big
corporate businesses like Shell, UBS
and Honda, it indicates that this
Chinese charter operator, with a parent
company in Hainan Airlines, is a
serious player with global as well as
local customer clout.
Since setting up in 1995, Deer Jet
– the ‘Deer’ part of the name represents
‘good luck and safety’ – now includes
21 self-owned and 19 managed
aircraft. More recently it has added a
Boeing Business Jet (BBJ) and Airbus
Corporate Jet (ACJ) to its fleet, very
much in line with its corporate strategy
of “fostering Chinese traditional culture
and soul in combination with Western
advanced science and technology”.
So how do those values translate
into those new aircraft and did the
designers behind them have to
approach their respective design briefs
any differently as a result?

64

'YPXYVEP GSRWMHIVEXMSRW Airbus
Corporate Jet Centre (ACJC), based in
Toulouse, France, was tasked with
designing and outfitting Deer Jet’s new
ACJ. For ACJC’s head of creative
design, Sylvain Mariat, the approach

beyondexpectations
DEER JET IS ONE OF THE LARGEST BUSINESS JET
CHARTER OPERATORS IN A MARKET PREDICTED
TO BECOME THE WORLD’S BIGGEST WITHIN A
DECADE – SO WHAT DO ITS LATEST BBJ AND ACJ
DELIVERIES SAY ABOUT CHINESE TASTES?
Guy Bird, Business Jet Interiors International

1. Deer Jet’s new BBJ,
designed and
completed by
Associated Air
Center
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DPNGPSU^SRI
The latest developments in the business jet seat market
– from wireless controls and audio response massage
to glamorous new styling and easy installation

comfortzone 70
THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN THE BUSINESS JET
SEAT MARKET – FROM WIRELESS CONTROLS AND
AUDIO RESPONSE MASSAGE TO GLAMOROUS NEW
STYLING AND EASY INSTALLATION
Izzy Kington, Business Jet Interiors International
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Delta expands
premium economy to
entire mainline fleet
Delta Air Lines plans to introduce
Economy Comfort, a premium-economy
product launched on long-haul flights
earlier in 2011, to its entire mainline fleet
of more than 550 aircraft, in addition to
more than 250 two-class regional jets. The
new seats will feature at least 34in pitch.
Delta’s standard economy seat pitch is
currently 31in. In addition to more
legroom, customers will enjoy priority
boarding. The product will be installed in
the first three to five rows of the economy
cabin by removing a “negligible” number

of seats from the current cabin
configuration on all of Delta’s domestic
Boeing 767, Boeing 757, Boeing 737,
MD88, MD90, DC9, A320 and A319 aircraft,
and all two-class regional jets including
the CRJ900, CRJ700, E170 and E175 types
by summer 2012. The first of these
converted aircraft will be a Boeing 757.
The expansion of Economy Comfort is
the latest in Delta’s previously announced
plan to invest more than US$2 billion in
global products, services and airport
facilities through 2013.

Qantas 747s get A380 makeover

Hong Kong Airlines’ exclusive club

Qantas has launched the first of nine
reconfigured Boeing 747s fitted with interior
products first seen on its A380, on its
Brisbane-Los Angeles route. The refit is part
of the airline’s AU$250 million investment in
its 747 fleet. The second reconfigured 747 is
scheduled to enter service by the end of
2011. Each of the aircraft will be fitted with
364 seats – 58 in business, 36 in premium
economy and 270 in economy. The economyclass seat now includes a foot net designed
to provide extra comfort; premium economy
features a larger in-arm IFE screen; and the
business cabin is fitted with fully flat
Skybeds offering more space.

Hong Kong Airlines will premier an ‘all Club
Class’ service flying daily non-stop between
London and Hong Kong from March 2012.
The service will be operated with a fleet of
three new Airbus A330-200s featuring two
premium cabins: ‘Club Premier’ and ‘Club
Classic’. Club Premier will include 34 suites
with 15.4in IFE screens and fully flat 73in
beds configured 1-2-1 at the front of the
aircraft; fine dining; and a turndown service
with duvets, pyjamas and slippers and
luxury amenity kits. Club Classic will feature
82 cradle seats configured 2-2-2 at 51in
pitch with 10.4in screens. Both cabins
feature WiFi and AVOD IFE.

Success of BA’s customer service
iPads leads to fleet-wide roll-out
British Airways is issuing iPad 2s to 2,000
senior cabin crew from November, after a
successful three-month trial involving 100
senior crew responsible for delivering
service to customers onboard the airline’s
226 aircraft. The iPads feature specially
developed software and apps that enable
crew to tap into data giving them customer
preferences and their previous travel
arrangements, allowing them to offer a
more personalised service. The iPad
discreetly replaces long cumbersome
scrolls of paper, which are normally handed
to cabin crew, listing up to 337 customers,
just before the doors close and the aircraft
departs. Instead, the iPad, equipped with
apps developed by the airline, is simply
refreshed just before departure using 3G
technology, to provide cabin crew with an
up-to-the-minute passenger and preference
list. This also means any customer service
issues that arise in the air, can be followed
up immediately by ground-based colleagues
as soon as the aircraft lands and the iPad
reconnects to the network. The iPad also
shows cabin crew where each customer is
seated, who they are travelling with, their
Executive Club status and any special meal
requests. The iPads will now be rolled out to
crew across the carrier’s entire fleet.
Aircraft Interiors International.com
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Virgin Atlantic’s Gatwick
fleet to get a makeover
Virgin Atlantic is investing more than £50
million in the refurbishment of its London
Gatwick-based fleet. The first major step in
the airline’s recently announced £100
million product investment involves the
retrofit of Boeing 747-400 aircraft operating
out of Gatwick and Manchester, UK. The
work is scheduled to begin in May 2012 and
be completed by October 2012. Aircraft
serving destinations including Orlando,
the Caribbean and Las Vegas will include
new seats in premium economy and
economy, new IFE and a fresh feel
throughout all cabins.
The premium-economy cabin will
feature leather seats set at 38in pitch. Each
offers a dual-position footrest, lumbar

support and an adjustable headrest with
wings. The aircraft will also feature Virgin
Atlantic’s new JAM IFE system (supplied
by Panasonic and pictured above) in all
cabins. The system offers more than 300
hours of content. A touchscreen handset
allows passengers to multi-task – for
example, to follow the moving map on the
handset and watch a movie on the main
screen at the same time. The aircraft will
also be fitted with the eXphone system,
enabling passengers to make use of their
mobile phones for voice, text and email
services.
These newly fitted Boeing 747-400s will
join new A330 aircraft operating from both
Gatwick and Manchester.

Star Alliance selects seat partner

The future’s orange for Asiana

B/E Aerospace has been chosen as the
development partner for the Star Alliance’s
long-haul economy seat programme. Both a
base and advanced version of the seat are
being developed. Air China, Austrian and
Lufthansa will be the initial member
carriers to place these seats on their longhaul fleets, with deliveries to begin in 2012.
The vendor selection process included
market research and joint customer trials
conducted in China and Germany. The new
seat will offer members, “shortened delivery
lead times, reduced development expenses
and competitive pricing”.

Asiana Airlines has appointed UK design firm
tangerine to review the offer and design of
the first-class, business-class and economy
cabins for its new fleet of Airbus A380
aircraft. Design teams in tangerine’s London
and Seoul studios have already started work
on the prestigious project. Delivery of the new
fleet is scheduled for 2014 and the airline
plans to operate the aircraft with a premium
layout on key routes to Europe and the USA.
With branches in London, Seoul and Novo
Hamburgo, Brazil, tangerine’s client portfolio
includes Asiana Airlines, British Airways,
Huawei, Hyundai, LG Electronics and Nikon.
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United Continental chooses
Panasonic’s Ku-band connectivity
United Continental Holdings (UAL) has
selected Panasonic to provide WiFi
connectivity in all cabins on more than
300 United Airlines and Continental
Airlines aircraft beginning in mid-2012.
Panasonic says its Ku-band satellite
technology offers faster speed than air-toground technology (ATG) and will provide
connectivity on flights worldwide. The
system will also enable wireless streaming
of video content. “Our customers tell us they
value WiFi,” said Jim Compton, United’s
executive vice president and chief revenue
officer. “As a global carrier, United is
especially pleased that the Ku-band
technology will enable customers to stay
connected on longer overseas flights,
something no other US-based international
carrier currently offers.” United Continental
Holdings expects to install the Panasonic
system on Airbus 319 and 320, and Boeing
747, 757, 767, 777 and 787 aircraft.
Customers will be able to use their
wireless devices such as laptops, smart
phones and tablets on board these aircraft
to connect with internet service using the
inflight hotspot. United Continental
Holdings expects the entire mainline fleet
will be equipped with WiFi by 2015.
Continental Airlines previously announced
plans to install WiFi on more than 200
DIRECTV-equipped aircraft beginning
in 2012.
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Acro launches Superlight
Ultra economy seat
Having previously focused on the low-costcarrier market, Acro Aircraft Seating has
unveiled its new Superlight Ultra seat,
designed for the full-service economy cabin.
Superlight Ultra seats share a
common chassis with other Acro seats,
whose mono-spar modular construction
won a British Design Week award and a
D&AD Pencil Award in 2011. Primera Air has

already placed an order for five 737 NG
shipsets of the Ultra seat, with first
deliveries expected in December 2011. “Our
passenger comfort levels are significantly
increased by the Acro Ultra seat, which at
29in pitch gives legroom comparable to a
conventional seat at 32in,” says Odd
Gomsrud, Director Technical Operations,
Primera Air Scandinavia A/S.

Marshall Aerospace tapped for
A340-312 interior cabin upgrade

Crystal Cabin Awards names new
chairman and judges

Marshall Aerospace has been awarded
an interior cabin upgrade contract by
Portuguese flag carrier, TAP. The upgrade
is to be applied to four Airbus A340-312
aircraft and will include new seating with
enhanced IFE systems. Under the contract,
Marshall Aerospace will be the aircraft
system integrator, responsible for the
installation of the upgrades and the
provision of all adaptive modification data.
The company will also certify the upgrades
under its EASA Part 21J DOA privileges,
thus enabling an early return to service
(upon successful completion of the
installation and ground testing). Marshall
Aerospace will then work through the
regulators to provide EASA and FAA
Supplementary Type Certificates (STCs).

Professor Peter Vink of Delft University of
Technology has taken over from Lufthansa’s
vice president of product management
inflight, Christian Körfgen, as chairman of
the Crystal Cabin Awards’ judging panel, and
will hold the post for the next three years.
The judging panel also welcomes new
additions Kent Craver, regional director of
passenger revenue analysis – sales and
marketing at Boeing Commercial Airplanes;
David Heath, head of cabin product management at Virgin Atlantic; Alex McGowan,
general manager, product at Cathay Pacific;
Melissa Raudebaugh, general manager,
marketing – aircraft experience at Delta Air
Lines; and Martin Sperber, global business
field manager aviation at TÜV Rheinland
(Technical Surveillance Association).

Reed Exhibitions cooks up new travel
catering & onboard services show
The first ever World Travel Catering &
Onboard Services Expo will take place in
Hamburg, Germany, 27-29 March 2012,
alongside the ever popular Aircraft Interiors
Expo. LSG Sky Chefs, Gate Gourmet and
Servair will join other industry players for
the first time in over five years to create a
single event for the entire industry. “With the
support of the world’s market-leading
onboard service providers, World Travel
Catering & Onboard Services Expo is
positioned as the premier tradeshow for the
food-on-the-move industry,” said Justin
Tadman, divisional managing director at
Reed Exhibitions. “The exhibition will provide
a full service platform for airline, rail and
cruise onboard services providers and will
connect them with the key decision makers,
many of whom have been attending Aircraft
Interiors Expo since its inception. With that
in mind, World Travel Catering & Onboard
Services Expo will take place concurrently
and in the same location as Aircraft
Interiors Expo, the global exhibition that
already attracts senior buyers from over 200
airlines, thus creating the largest one-stop
shop for the optimal passenger experience
in the world. Our aim is to create an event
that brings together the entire spectrum of
onboard service providers.”
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Skycast Solutions has unveiled an IFE
system integrated into a tray table. The
system incorporates a Samsung Galaxy
tablet with an Android Honeycomb 3
platform and includes touchscreen
functionality, WiFi compatibility and a
point-of-sale credit card reader at every
seat. The tablet offers HD resolution on a
8.9in screen.
Content includes movies, TV shows,
games, shopping, multiple passenger
gaming, destination offers and more.
The point of sale function enables
passengers to run a tab and order food/
drinks on demand, as well as host other
family members travelling anywhere in
the aircraft.
Skycast Solutions says no seat
modifications are necessary and that
maintenance is easy – the unit can be
swapped with two screws and a plug. The
system weighs less than 2lbs per seat.
“Airlines face tough conflicting
pressures to lower costs, increase their
ancillary revenues, without resorting to
higher fees. Today’s tech-savvy passengers
expect and deserve a better onboard
experience,” said Bill Boyer, CEO of Skycast
Solutions. “The TrayVu IFE system was
designed from the ground up to meet those
challenges and expectations.”

Skycast Solutions
develops in-table IFE

Gulf Air and Turkish Airlines debut
global live TV services

Air Arabia chooses dPAVES 3 for
its A320 fleet

Lufthansa Technik Malta to retrofit
A330s for Brussels Airlines

Turkish Airlines and Gulf Air have both
begun offering onboard live TV after taking
delivery of aircraft fitted with Panasonic’s
Global Communications Suite (GCS). Turkish
Airlines received its first B777-300ER
equipped with the system in September,
with a further 11 Boeing 777-300ERs and 10
Airbus A330-300s to follow. Meanwhile, Gulf
Air took delivery of its first A330-200 aircraft
retrofitted with GCS in October. The system
is being installed across Gulf Air’s entire
fleet of aircraft progressively. The new IFE
system is branded ‘Sky Hub’ on Gulf Air; and
‘Planet’ on Turkish Airlines. Passengers on
both airlines are being offered a global live
onboard television service and two-way
broadband connectivity at speeds of up to
50Mbps to the aircraft. Both will offer WiFi in
the cabin, allowing passengers to go online
using their own devices. “Travellers will no
longer have to wait in anxiety until they land
to find out scores from their favourite
sporting events or news from around the
world,” said a Gulf Air press statement.

Air Arabia has specified Rockwell Collins’
dPAVES 3 IFE system for 44 new Airbus
A320 aircraft. Air Arabia is the first airline in
the Middle East to select the system.
Rockwell Collins’ PAVES family of IFE
systems are installed on more than 1,600
single-aisle air transport aircraft. This
latest version of dPAVES enhances the
passenger experience with new levels of
information and entertainment content,
while significantly reducing size, weight and
power consumption. The system’s High
Definition Media Server (HDMS) offers
160Gb of solid state digital audio and video
storage capability, integrated pre-recorded
announcements and music (PRAM)
functionality with embedded Airshow Moving
Map, all in a single 4 Modular Concept Unit
(MCU), electronics bay-mounted box. The
large storage capability of the HDMS allows
for multiple pre-scripted play periods of
entertainment content to be pre-stored on
the server, for automatic changeover when
the new play period begins.

Lufthansa Technik Malta has been selected
by Brussels Airlines to retrofit five A330s,
starting in February 2012. The programme
includes the installation of a completely new
cabin with the latest IFE system in all
classes. The company was also awarded the
base maintenance contract for the aircraft.
“To win a leading carrier like Brussels
Airlines for our wide-body maintenance
services is a great success for us. It is proof
of the expertise we have been able to build
up in the past three years since we opened
the first wide-body line,” said Stephan
Drewes, CEO of Lufthansa Technik Malta.
“We have been very successful with the
refurbishment programme, ‘New Europe
Cabin’, for Lufthansa in the past months and
I am absolutely sure that we will deliver the
same quality to Brussels Airlines.”
Brussels Airlines operates its A330-300
fleet on a network of 19 African destinations.
The two companies are currently in
negotiations about further maintenance
services for A319 and A320 aircraft.
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ul-tra

[uhl-truh] adj.
1.going beyond what is usual
or ordinary, exceptional

The New Acro
Superlight Ultra
The new Acro Superlight Ultra combines engineering brilliance with
passenger-friendly sophistication and comfort.
A full-service economy class seat featuring unrivalled legroom, light weight,
and an innovative design emphasising exceptional reliability and low cost of
ownership. Infinitely customisable to suit your needs, the new Superlight Ultra
is as exceptional as your airline.

www.acro.aero/ultra
+44 1844 390742 | ultra@acro.aero

With 10,000 seats delivered to date, Acro Superlight seats have been flying since 2008 on Airbus A320, Boeing 757 and Boeing 737
Classic & NG aircraft. Acro has a range of purchase options, with lead times under 12 weeks.
Acro Superlight seats are 16g FAR/CS 25.562 certified, ETSO C127a, ETSO C39b, exceeding the latest fire, smoke and toxicity regulations
including ADB0031 & D6-51377. Certified from 28” pitch upwards.
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Lufthansa Systems to
update Virgin America’s IFEC
Virgin America has selected Lufthansa
Systems’ BoardConnect platform for the
next iteration of its Red IFEC system. The
companies will cooperate to develop the
new solution, which is scheduled for launch
in late 2012. BoardConnect replaces legacy
IFEC solutions via an onboard WiFi
network. The new version of Red will offer
a larger, high-definition touchscreen
seatback monitor with full WiFi connectivity
and curated content. It will also enable
passengers to use their own personal
electronic devices to connect to the system.
Virgin America is testing the new platform
on a new A320, named ‘nerdbird’.
“We want to give our travellers more
options instead of fewer, including the
ability to multi-task across platforms – just
as they do in their lives on the ground,” said
David Cush, president and CEO of Virgin
America. “Offering both connectivity to
personal devices and accessible dynamic

content will allow us to deliver the best of
both worlds.”
Virgin America’s decision to switch
suppliers has raised eyebrows – the carrier
is considered an IFEC innovator, capturing
top honours for best ground experience,
best IFE in the Americas, best inflight video
and best overall passenger experience at
this year’s APEX awards. For more on the
latest IFE architecture trends, see page 70.
In other news, Virgin America will be the
first airline to offer Gogo’s ATG-4 service,
which is designed to improve WiFi capacity
on the aircraft by approximately four times
the current performance through the
addition of directional antenna, dualmodem and EV-DO Rev. B technologies.
The ATG-4 service is scheduled for delivery
on aircraft from the first half of 2012. The
new platform is backwards compatible and
allows for upgrades to existing ATG
systems through retrofit.

EADS Sogerma confirms Iberia
A330 and A340 seat order
EADS Sogerma has confirmed an order from
Iberia for its premium business-class seat
Solstys. The seat will be retrofitted on the
carrier’s A340 fleet and linefitted on the new
A330s that Iberia has on order from Airbus.
Deliveries should begin in late 2012 to
support linefit activity on the new A330 fleet
at the Airbus final assembly line in Toulouse.

Etihad and Panasonic ink deal
Etihad Airways and Panasonic have signed a
10-year agreement whereby Panasonic will
provide the airline with IFE, broadband
internet and live TV, as well as mobile phone
service in conjunction with AeroMobile, for
Etihad’s entire long-haul fleet. The deal,
valued at more than US$1 billion, includes a
full service maintenance contract. As a result,
Panasonic’s eX2 and eX3 systems will be
deployed on 100 new aircraft, in addition to the
16 Etihad aircraft already equipped with eX2.
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Cessna has unveiled a new mid-size
business jet – the Citation Latitude. With
space for a crew of two plus up to eight
passengers, the Citation Latitude features
Garmin G5000 avionics and an 84in fuselage
for a 6ft-high, flat floor cabin.
The Citation Latitude offers a range of
2,000 nautical miles and is priced at
US$14.9 million (2011). First flight of the
prototype is expected to be mid-2014, with
entry into service expected in 2015.
A flat floor provides stand-up access
throughout the passenger cabin, which is
over 16ft long, 77in wide (1.95m) and 72in
(1.83m) high. The standard layout
comprises a single-club with a forward,
dual side-facing couch. Six pedestal seats
track forward and aft 7in (18cm) and
laterally 4in (10cm) on the seat base with
180° swivelling and unlimited recline
positions. Indirect LED lighting is provided
overhead in the PSUs with variable
adjustment for direct reading lights. The
aircraft will also feature the new Clairity
CMS, developed in partnership with Heads
Up Technologies. It integrates electrical
systems, data and communication sharing
through a fibre optic backbone controlled
via seat touchscreens or passengers’ PEDs.

Cessna widens its offering
with Citation Latitude

Comlux is launch customer for the
Sukhoi Business Jet

Gulfstream introduces ‘Elite’ largecabin interior option

Lufthansa Technik develops virtual
fitting technology

SuperJet International – the joint venture
between Alenia Aeronautica, a Finmeccanica
Company, and Sukhoi Holding – has
announced that Comlux The Aviation Group
has agreed to purchase two Sukhoi
Business Jet (SBJ) aircraft plus two
additional options, making it the launch
customer for this new type of VIP aircraft.
Deliveries are planned for 2014. The order
has an estimated value of US$200 million,
including options. The VIP cabins will be
designed and outfitted by Comlux America,
the completion centre of the Comlux Group,
based in Indianapolis, Indiana, USA. Comlux
America is appointed as the first approved
Sukhoi Business Jet completion Centre.

Gulfstream has unveiled its new Elite
interior, an optional package for the G550
and G450 featuring elements from the G650.
Highlights include the signature Gulfstream
CMS; LED lighting; a cleverly designed
galley; electrically operated tables; and new
club seating, including optional powered
seats. Seat functions include full-flat
berthing, electric lumbar controls and a
powered track-and-swivel release. The
powered seats offer electric controls for the
leg rest, backrest, back-cushion massage
and back- and base-cushion heat. They also
provide single-position memory preset and
press-and-hold controls for full-upright and
full-flat positions.

Lufthansa Technik has developed a new
method to shorten the fit check process. The
new procedure is based on virtual 3D
modelling of the airframe, cabin and
systems. Most of the components can be
designed and checked prior to the start of
production so that they fit into the aircraft
without a test fitting. Virtual reality is also
used – designers enter a 12m2 glass cube
known as the Cave Automatic Virtual
Environment (CAVE). With the aid of special
glasses and infrared cameras on the ceiling,
the system creates a 3D reproduction of the
cabin in which the technicians can move
freely. The company plans to fit the first
complete interior in this way in two years.
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Aircraft

SOFT INTERIORS

PNEUMATIC COMFORT SYSTEM

READY-TO-INSTALL PRODUCTS

LAB SERVICES

www.lantal.com. Visit Lantal at Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg, March 27 to 29, 2012, Hall B6, Stand 6G50.

design. It sits well with your customers. Express yourself with Lantal. Lantal Textiles, Inc., Switzerland, +41 62 916 71 71; Lantal Textiles, Inc., USA, +1 (336) 969 9551,

carrier: the highly reliable system, now available for Premium Economy cabins as well, reduces operating costs due to its lower weight and rugged, maintenance-free

Pneumatic Comfort System continues to evoke the enthusiasm of passengers with an inimitable, loyalty-building seating experience. But it is equally persuasive for the

Progressive. Persuasive. Pneumatic. Lantal’s air-filled cushions have been successfully deployed in First and Business Class cabins since early 2009. The revolutionary
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designbrief

freeaccess
BRIEF: AIDA Development has developed a new barrier-free
lavatory, which can be adjusted in size during flight to provide
more room for air travellers requiring special assistance. The
design features interface points that ensure it is fully compatible
with the system architecture of existing twin-aisle aircraft, where
it is ideal for installation in any of the central cross aisle sections.
Description: The size, equipment and location of the lavatory
have been informed by the characteristic movement, behavioural
patterns and space requirements of the elderly, visually impaired
or those in wheelchairs. Both an autonomous as well as an
assisted use of the facility had to be taken into account, without
compromising payload. To this end, variability in size had to be
ensured. Particular attention was therefore placed on allowing for a
transformation into a much larger compartment in next to no time.
If passengers requiring a wheelchair are on board, then the lavatory
is deployed into ‘Maxi’ configuration by the flight attendant, once the
fasten-seat-belts-signs are switched off. For this purpose, the
curved sidewall element, guided by rails, is unlocked and pulled
forward. Additional floor and ceiling elements automatically unfold
from the inside of the lavatory and lock into their designated end
position. Sliding wall and door elements complete the enlarged
compartment. This simple yet effective mechanism allows for the
enlarged lavatory to remain soundproof and watertight. The sliding
side door gives the passenger in the wheelchair, as well as
an assisting person, comfortable access, without the need for
complicated manoeuvres in the gangway. The door is ergonomically
positioned for full access to toilet seat and sink, avoiding the need to
turn inside the lavatory.

VERDICT: The lavatory can comfortably house a 95th percentile male
in a wheelchair, along with a 95th percentile male assistant and allows
for transfer angles between 0° and 90°. It’s also a call to arms: “We
would like to think that our work will further inspire politicians, OEMs
and airlines to jointly and actively propel cabin standards for disabled
air travellers form the 20th into the 21st century,” says Enrique Geck,
managing director at AIDA Development.

contact:
Aida Development
Enrique Geck
Email: e.geck@aida-development.de
Web: www.aida-development.de
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wallflower
BRIEF: Edése Doret of Edése Doret Industrial
Design (EDID) has created a truly unique VIP
interior for Boeing’s new 787-9 Dreamliner. The
bulkheads in the entryway, master bedroom,
master lavatory and office feature ‘living walls’
of variegated evergreens. “The carefully selected
foliage is non-allergenic, insect-free and won’t
shed,” says Doret. “It acts as an air scrubber,
enhancing the air quality in the aircraft.”
Description: The living walls will have a
dedicated irrigation and light system. Overall,
Doret says he has designed his “private dream
jet” to create a tranquil and calm atmosphere
for passengers, to help them forget they are
even in an aircraft: “Typical design boundaries
are removed in rooms that invite adventure and
include an unlimited supply of imagery,” he
says. “This will be the first aircraft to feature a
living wall.” The interior will be supported by a
long list of specialist vendors, including: Aeristo,
Aerospace Technologies Group, AeroQuest, Air
Cabin Engineering, Air Cabin Trading, Atlantic
Aviation, B/E Aerospace, Custom Control
Concepts, EMTEQ, Kydex, L3-Com Platform
Integration, STG Aerospace, Tai Ping, Tapis and
Techno Coating, who will supply various
components to the cabin. L-3 Platform
Integration in Waco, Texas has been chosen as
the completion centre to apply the final touches
to the aircraft. Boeing will deliver its first VIP
designated (787-8) Dreamliner in 2015; and
EDID projects delivering such a cabin scheme
would take approximately 24 months.

VERDICT: This interior certainly stops you in your tracks – but is it
deliverable? EDID says two engineering firms and a Designated
Engineering Representative (DER) were consulted to ensure that the
living wall will comply with current FAA regulations. But how will it
survive? “Natural and artificial daylight will provide photosynthesis to
the wall,” says Doret, before adding it will require minimum
maintenance by a specialist and that a patent has been filed.

contact
Edese Doret
Edese Doret Industrial Design
info@edesedoret.com
Web: www.edesedoret.com
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DATES
IN 2012?
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22-23 FEBRUARY 2012
The international exhibition for the very
latest in executive jet and helicopter
interior design and technologies
Meet and network with a global community
of executive jet owners, operators, designers,
manufacturers and completion centres

RS OF
FROM THE CREATO EXPO!
S
AIRCRAFT INTERIOR

WORLD EXPO 2012
CANNES, FRANCE | 22-23 FEBRUARY 2012

AND WHILE IN CANNES...
Discover new routes, FBO’s
and destinations!

2012
22-23 FEBRUARY 2012
CANNES | FRANCE

www.BusinessJetInteriorsWorldExpo.com

designbrief

bondscheme
BRIEF: New UK-based aircraft asset manager Falko and UK design
consultancy Design Q unveiled their final concept for the Avro
Business Jet (ABJ) during October’s NBAA show in Las Vegas.
Dubbed the ‘ABJ Q’, it is the fifth interior commissioned by Falko
from Design Q to appeal to different VIP aircraft market segments.
Description: The forward lounge has a principle seat with state-ofthe-art control centre allowing the owner to change all aspects of the
cabin environment through intuitive movements of the hand. The
sofas combine a light structural shell with a visually separate
backrest cushion, emphasising the deconstructed nature of the
interior. There are concealed monitors and a refreshment centre
embedded in the bulkheads that magically present themselves
adding a sense of theatre to the journey. The centre of the cabin is
dedicated to an open plan office allowing the owner to efficiently
continue working whilst on the move. The ‘barrelled’ ceiling features
mood and accent lighting, as well as large flat panel lights designed
to deliver a full ‘daylight’ working environment. The ‘active’ desk is
equipped with an array of technical equipment including printers,
computers, and additional pop-up monitors. A finger print recognition
system is used to gain access to these items and in addition unlocks
safe storage for confidential documents and data storage devices.
Visible composite structures are used to emphasise the technical
qualities of the furniture construction and the weight efficiencies that
are achieved by these materials. A stripped down structural approach
combined with luxurious soft leather seats delivers a sporty tone
within a luxury palette. The informal layout of the seats provides an
eclectic and exciting space that Design Q says challenges the
traditional approach to aircraft interiors.

VERDICT: Grown men never seem to tire of imagining life as a secret
agent – and this aircraft certainly wouldn’t look out of place in a Bond
movie: “We called this version the ABJ Q in homage to ‘Q’ the fictional
research and development character made famous in many James
Bond films and who specialised in creating devices that were hidden
away in everyday objects”, admits Gary Doy, director of Design Q. Just
watch what buttons you press – in case you trip the ejector seat.

contact
Design Q
Gary Doy
Email: info@designq.co.uk
Web: www.designq.co.uk
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CSNA380

preciouspearl
China’s first A380 may not be the most luxurious or imaginative, but it
nevertheless marks the beginning of an important chapter in aviation
A N T H O N Y JA M E S , A I R C R A F T I N T E R I O R S I N T E R N AT I O N A L

A veteran of A380 delivery ceremonies, having
attended events for Singapore Airlines, Emirates,
Qantas and Lufthansa, I had a good idea of what
to expect back in October during the official handover of
China Southern Airlines’ first A380, held at the impressive
Airbus Delivery Centre in Toulouse, France. The facility
doubles as both auditorium and aircraft docking station. It
provides the perfect venue for the inevitable finale of such
events, when the curtains suddenly part to reveal a
glistening A380 resplendent in the appropriate airline’s
livery, to polite applause. However, what comes before this
moment is limited only by the imagination of the carrier’s
marketing department.
China Southern certainly didn’t disappoint in this respect
– some traditional ‘shadow play’ and a child compere injected
some freshness and fun into what can be quite a dry affair.
However, what struck me most of all was the dancing that
followed – the choreography was interesting enough, but
what really grabbed my attention was the sheer size of one of
the troupe. A giant among men, this particular fellow
somehow managed to still look graceful and in step with his
far more slight counterparts. The defining moment came
when he hoisted a child aloft – symbolic perhaps of the A380
carrying the hopes of a new generation of Chinese travellers,
while also underscoring the huge growth potential of China
from an aerospace perspective. “China will eventually fly,
operate and need over 200 A380s by the year 2030,” noted
Airbus’s CEO, Tom Enders, during the ceremony.
DREAM TICKET The airline, which has ordered five A380800s, is the seventh A380 operator so far. It has opted to
install 506 seats in total in a three-class configuration. Eight
first-class suites (pictured) feature at the front on the main
deck in a 1-2-1 layout, followed by 352 economy seats in a
3-4-3 configuration. The upper deck sees a further 76
economy seats (2-4-2) to the rear, followed by 70 lie-flat
business-class seats in a staggered 1-2-1 configuration.
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01. China Southern’s

Platinum suite
is based on
Contour’s Venus
platform
02. Full sliding
doors ensure the
utmost privacy

Named the ‘Pearl of the Sky’ and described during the
ceremony as a ‘dream machine’, the A380’s interior was sadly
less inspiring than the build up to its arrival. More practical
than pearlescent, the rather drab, sterile cabin lacks a certain
sheen and warmth – it’s functional rather than fanciful,
especially when compared with some of the luxury interiors
installed on A380s operated by previous customers.
First class, branded ‘Platinum’, features eight individual
Contour-supplied suites installed at 82in pitch, complete with
sliding doors, individual mini-bars, luggage cabinets with
password locks, 23in HD LCD monitors and 61×48cm tables.
Each purple seat converts into a fully flat 80in-long,
32in-wide bed and includes a massage function. The 1.52mhigh walls ensure a peaceful flight, blocking outside
disturbances while a privacy divider between central pairs can
be raised or lowered by the crew according to passenger
wishes. China Southern is the third A380 operator to specify
and customise Contour’s Venus suite in first class.

FIRST CLASS FEATURES EIGHT INDIVIDUAL
SUITES INSTALLED AT 82IN PITCH
01

02
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Business class sees Sicma’s Skylounge units in a staggered
1-2-1 configuration, allowing the fully extended bed to unfold
into the space underneath the side console of the seat in front.
As a result of this arrangement, non-aisle seats offer greater
seat pitch and bed length than aisle-side seats, similar to
business class on Emirates’ A380s. Non-aisle seats are installed
at 87in pitch and convert into 85in-long flat beds, while aisle
seats are fitted at 77in pitch and offer 75in beds. Both
versions are 24in wide and feature a 15.4in monitor, shoe
storage and mini-bar. A memory function recalls the
passenger’s preferred angle of recline at the press of a button.
The airline has chosen Sicma’s Airgonomic seating in
economy, at 32in pitch. Each unit features a four-way
adjustable headrest, articulated seat pan with 6in of recline, a
rear footrest and a 9in IFE screen. China Southern has opted
for a classic recline function rather than a fixed backshell.
IFE in all classes is provided by Panasonic’s AVOD eX2
system, which features interactive touchscreens and
1,000Gb of storage, translating into roughly 600 hours of
non-stop entertainment. Passengers can enjoy films, TV
programmes, music, games, books, moving maps and view
an online duty-free catalogue.
In addition, the system also provides a full set of office
application software, allowing passengers to work in the air
and store files via a USB drive.

JetBet In-flight Interactive Gaming
The JetBet In-flight Interactive Gaming System is unique to
both the gaming market and the aviation industry.
Airline and private jet passengers can now gamble on their favourite casino
games on the JetBet tablets from the comfort of their aircraft seat.
The JetBet devices are installed with all the necessary software, and they
need no administrative input from the cabin crew.
The JetBet In-flight Interactive Gaming System offers:
• Passengers the opportunity to expand their entertainment arena on all ﬂights; and
• Potentially signiﬁcant revenue streams for participating airlines and carriers,
who will receive a share of revenues received by JetBet from:
i) The gaming activity of participating passengers on all ﬂights; and
ii) The gaming activity of passengers who go on to gamble on any
associated gaming platform of JetBet – in perpetuity.

This ancillary income will become a valuable revenue stream to airlines and private jet charter
companies. This is potentially signiﬁcant given that market studies show that 1 out of 5
passengers would take the opportunity to gamble when ﬂying.

The sky’s the limit

CONTACT

Victoria Harding
JetBet Limited
Newtown House
Newtown Road
Henley-on-Thames
Oxon
RG9 1HG
01491 637387
07432 740656
victoria.harding@f-e-e.com

CSNA380

Panasonic will also supply its eX2 system to China
Southern for its forthcoming Boeing 787s; and it has
provided its S3000i system for its A330-300s since 1993.
Mood lighting in combination with the A380’s signature
low cabin noise levels will help improve passenger well-being.
Six different scenarios imitate natural light cycles, while a
fibre-optic ‘starry night sky’ is integrated into the ceiling.
The cabin also offers seats and lavatories that are easily
accessible to disabled passengers. All aisle-side seat armrests
in business and economy have been designed to stow in
such a way to allow disabled passengers to move directly
from wheelchair to seat. A barrier-free bathroom can be
rapidly transformed into a 2m2 space with storage for
personal or mechanical wheelchairs.
Onboard bars are installed at the front of the first-class
cabin, as well as at the front and rear of the business-class
cabin, providing ideal spaces for passengers to socialise and
enjoy a few drinks.
All passengers will benefit from a state-of-the-art meal
service delivered from no less than 19 galleys, including the
world’s largest independent galley, GU3R, which itself can
accommodate 10 catering carts. This infrastructure supports
a wide range of traditional and contemporary Chinese
cuisine, including such delicacies as Kong Fu soup, soy
sauce braised crackling pork, Chaozhou Style pastries and
Big-Bowl noodles, delivered by 21 cabin attendants. First
and business-class galleys include wine chillers and espresso
makers, while first-class passengers can also enjoy
traditional Chinese tea ceremonies conducted by
professional tea specialists.
Finally, China Southern says the cabin “offers passengers
creative surprises in the least expected places by integrating
art into its plan”. I struggled to find much evidence to
support this, apart from an unusual pattern integrated into
some of its sidewall laminates. “The decorative film used on
the sidewalls in the first and business cabins was designed

on the move
Named the World’s Most Improved Airline at the 2011 World Airline
Awards conducted by Skytrax Research, China Southern Airlines
is based in Guangzhou, China. It is the world’s third largest airline
measured by passengers carried, and Asia’s largest airline in
terms of both ﬂeet size and passengers carried. From its main
hubs at Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport and Beijing Capital
International Airport, the airline ﬂies to 150 destinations using a
ﬂeet of over 430 aircraft. In January 2005, it inked a pact with Airbus
for ﬁve A380 superjumbo aircraft, quickly followed by a deal with
Boeing in August 2005 for 10 Boeing 787-800s – making CSN the
ﬁrst purchaser of this type of aircraft in China.

especially for China Southern,” confirms an engineer who
worked on the project. “The design concept is inspired by
our logo – the kapok flower – and other luxury elements
like diamond and crystal.” The airline worked with Airbus’s
own design studio on the overall cabin scheme, but did not
work with any third-party design agency.

03. Sicma’s

Skylounge
seating in
business class
features a
staggered layout

POPULAR CHOICE China Southern’s first A380 went
straight into domestic service between Guangzhou and
Beijing. Its second A380, which will be delivered in
December, is expected to fly international routes, possibly
starting with Paris. The airline will receive two more A380s
in 2012 and the fifth it has on order in 2013.
As China’s first A380 operator, China Southern is well
placed to take advantage of the country’s predicted
explosion in air travel. China’s domestic air travel market
alone is predicted to grow 13.9% annually by 2014,
responsible for carrying 379 million domestic passengers,
making it the world’s second largest air travel market after
the USA, according to IATA.
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04

CHINA SOUTHERN A380 DOMESTIC FLIGHTS
ARE CONSTANTLY OVERSUBSCRIBED
04. Aisle-side

business-class
seats offer a
smaller bed than
their non-aisle
counterparts
05. Bar unit with
ﬂower-inspired
laminate pattern

05

Airbus estimates that in terms of passenger traffic in
domestic markets, only India at 9.8% will grow faster than
China (7.2%) over the next 20 years.
So far the signs look good for the airline – tickets for the
A380’s scheduled flights in October all sold out and the
airline says the aircraft is the most sought-after it operates,
with the highest load factor. China’s new wealth also saw
first-class tickets sell out faster than those for economy.
Edward Plaisted of Skytrax Research puts some of this
popularity down to the aircraft’s novelty factor: “China
Southern A380 domestic flights PEK-CAN are constantly
oversubscribed versus their many A333/B777 alternatives an
hour or so later,” he notes.
And despite not being as iconic as some A380 interiors
offered by rival carriers – there’s nothing to match Emirates’
luxurious showers or even Korean Air’s duty-free shop –
China Southern’s delivery is still of huge significance: “CSN’s
deployment of the A380 should be considered as a really
important iconic moment in the region – it represents this
millennium’s equivalent of Concorde,” suggests Peter Knapp,
creative director at strategic branding and design firm,
Landor. “It represents a new era in air travel for China and
all the optimism that comes with that. As the country
rapidly becomes a true super power, the A380 is symbolic
of that new epoch.”

CONTACTS
www.csair.com; www.contour.aero; www.sicma.zodiacaerospace.com
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cabinrepair

shipshape
Passengers judge airlines by their cabins, so it makes sense to
keep seats and other elements clean, comfortable and working well
B e r n a r d F i t z s i m o n s , A i r c r a f t I n t e r i o r s I n t e r n at i o n a l

Support for aircraft cabins comes in many forms.
Airlines have their own procedures to identify and
remedy damage or deterioration, and they can
call on a wide range of specialist services to help restore
furnishings and equipment.
Monarch Aircraft Engineering Ltd (MAEL) supports
a range of aircraft types for Monarch Airlines and other
operators. Paul Godfrey, design services manager (head of
design organisation), says that ensuring the cabin is
maintained to a high standard entails significant costs and
resources, particularly as the age of the aircraft increases.
Sidewalls and laminates suffer, he says, “but a lot of the hard
wear really is on the seats”. Monarch contracts out routine
care of seat covers and replacement of cushions, but there is
a lot of wear and tear on seat tray tables, seatback pockets
and armrests, particularly in the aisle where passengers are
apt to stand on them to reach the overhead bins. Toilet
modules, which see high utilisation in flight, also “take a fair
battering,” he notes.
Laminates are normally changed every 18-20 months
during the heavier C checks. “When the aircraft comes in,
the cabin sidewalls and the toilet laminates and the toilet
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modules and galley sidewalls are all inspected and checked
for wear and tear,” says Godfrey. Wear and tear is also
monitored between checks: “Defects are recorded in
the cabin defect log after every flight, so if a laminate has
been scratched or chipped on a toilet module it would
be replaced.”
ON THE LINE Airline Services provides nose-to-tail interior

support, covering galleys, seats, soft furnishings, carpets,
sidewalls, overhead bins, ceiling panels, floorboards and
cargo bay liners. One of its biggest activities is seat
maintenance, both on and off wing.
Cabin and seat line maintenance is one speciality: “We
provide that service for several companies,” says regional
sales manager Glyn Wall. “It keeps their aircraft in tip-top
condition, which is what everybody wants at the moment.
Obviously being in a recession companies want to come out
fighting on the other side with a decent product. The best
way to do that is with a good looking cabin that attracts
people to their airline.”
Under the normal maintenance cycle the cabin shows a
steady decline from one C check until everything is restored

cabinrepair
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If we see something a bit loose, we
tighten it up before it falls off
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at the next. “What we’re doing with our line maintenance is
trying to eliminate that sort of degradation,” says Wall. “We
visit the aircraft on the line every day, every week or every A
check, whatever the customer specifies.”
Frequent inspection and servicing reduces the number of
spares required to keep the seat serviceable, says Wall. “If we
see something a bit loose, we tighten it up before it falls off
or before it gets so loose that it wears all the bushings on the
seat.” The same applies to a mark on the cabin wall, for
example: “You just get rid of it before it gets any bigger.”
As cabin specialists, he says, “we know where to look,
what the issues are going to be, regardless of the seat
manufacturer. We’ll know where the problems are probably
going to lie and tackle them as they arise, before the
seat fails. The extra cost for the labour in the maintenance
is probably a fraction of what the overall cost of the
spares would be.”
The 5-star service that Airline Services also offers, Wall
says, was the result of an airline customer’s desire for “a
cabin that is basically defect free and perfect from an
aesthetic point of view. A lot of the airlines we’ve dealt with
really want to push their cabin, because that’s what the
passenger sees and it’s what they judge the airline on.
Obviously there’s a premium to be paid for that but it really
does pay off for certain carriers.”
Airline Services has tried to push the envelope in terms of
technology, adds Wall: “We have 3D design packages at our
Manchester and Stansted facilities. When an airline wants to
change the look of a cabin, we can design it right in front of
them. Rather than go through a lengthy service bulletin
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process, we can reduce the timeframes by at least 25%, and
obviously keep the cost down to a bare minimum.“
Another product line is a range of replacement IFE
equipment, including AeroStream head-end server and
AeroScreen LCD monitors. The server is a low-cost
alternative to tape- and DVD-based systems. “Everything is
designed and maintained by us in-house, and we provide
the designs to fit the items onto the aircraft.” Wall says.
“It’s a low-cost solution to what could be a very expensive
problem for people down the line.”
COVER CYCLE The appearance of seat covers is a function
of design as well as maintenance. Cabin support specialist
Airbase Interiors maintains, overhauls and repairs all types
of cabin equipment, manufactures seat covers and curtains
and manages the complete supply chain for cabin textiles.
The seat cover lifecycle, says Penny Martin, Airbase’s
sales and marketing director, starts with a design concept
and finishes with a fully serviceable production cover. The
objective is a product that makes a strong and pleasing
design statement, provides a clean and comfortable
environment for the passenger, conforms to all industry
regulations and approvals and, most importantly, maintains
those features over the lifetime of the cabin.
Selecting fabrics for curtains and seat covers is the first
step. “The fabric, particularly the colour and any pattern, will
reflect and enhance the brand, but ideally should not show
stains and marks too readily,” says Martin. The trend is toward
lighter weight fabrics, but going too low in weight is a false
economy as the fabric may fall short of its expected lifespan.

Lufthansa Technik
Innovation:
aerosight™
Lufthansa Technik aerosight™
cabin surveillance camera
system.
aerosight™ keeps everything in
view. Up to 16 cameras monitor
the cockpit entrance, cabin and
cargo bays – without requiring
any additional hardware. And
aerosight™ offers you seamless
surveillance regardless of the
time of day, switching automatically between color and infrared
modes depending on the light
conditions.

Another plus: the digital image
transmission system is much
less susceptible to interference
than analog solutions.

Keeping the big picture just got
easier – with a small, lightweight
camera system that is simple
to install and maintain: Lufthansa
Technik aerosight™.

™ is an Internet protocolaerosight™
based camera system with an
integrated LAN connection, so you
can connect the EFBs (electronic
flight bags) just as easily as any
other network-capable display
devices, such as laptops or
iPads. No additional monitors,
routers or system control units
are needed. A software to display
and control the camera video
streams with your dedicated
display unit can be provided.

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

The benefits of aerosight™:
™:
No additional monitors or
control units are needed.
Easy to install.
Both day and night modes.
Up to 16 cameras.
Network-capable.
Camera streaming into
iPad possible.
Small and lightweight.

Lufthansa Technik AG, Innovation Business Unit
E-mail: innovation@lht.dlh.de
www.lufthansa-technik.com/aerosight
www.nice-system.com/aerosight-camera-system.html
Call us: +49-40-5070-2665

More mobility for the world

form follows function
Designers and manufacturers
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cabinrepair

hassle-free IFEC upgrade
Panasonic’s new eXK platform offers an upgrade path to improve
the passenger experience on the manufacturer’s K Series IFEC
systems, without expensive seat recertification costs. “With eXK,
we can offer our K Series customers substantial improvements
to the passenger experience with only a minimal impact on their
aircraft,” explains CEO Paul Margis. The upgrade includes new
LRUs and modified seat boxes, providing the power to deliver the
same Android apps as the IFE supplier’s latest X series systems.
Seat screens remain the same while the seat boxes fit the same
footprint as existing units, ensuring no recertification.
More than 1,000 K Series systems are still flying, according to
Panasonic. By using eXK, airlines will be able to upgrade them to
an X Series-based solution. The result should be a significantly
enhanced passenger experience, with an all digital head-end, faster
response times, interactive design flexibility and new application
possibilities. For airlines, it offers optional head-end redundancy,
commonality to architecture and media for airlines with X Series,
with minimal seat recertification costs.

The fabric must meet all regulatory requirements in
terms of fire retardation, both when new and after dry
cleaning as a made up seat cover. For long life it is important
that the seat cover is changed and dry cleaned regularly:
too long a period between seat cover changes and dry
clean cycles not only compromises the appearance of the
cover and, by extension, the whole cabin, but can also
increase the probability of burn test failure and fibre
degradation, increasing the incidence of scrapped covers
and necessitating costly replacements.
In-service conditions affect its life and also its cost of
ownership. Ideally these conditions are evaluated during the
seat cover development and patterning process so that
inherent design features of the seat, which may have a
negative impact on the seat cover, can be considered and
worked around.
Airbase has developed a unique stain testing process that
can be used during the fabric selection process to predict the
likely performance of the fabric in use. It also has its own
UKAS-approved test house for fire testing new fabrics and
uses it to batch test covers after dry cleaning. Pre-production
dry cleaning trials on fabrics and seat covers assess likely
in-service performance.
A dedicated repair programme helps minimise scrapping
and disposal, Martin adds, enabling the company to re-use
covers that would normally be scrapped, and offering
significant savings in labour and materials. Airbase has
rolled up all these elements into cost-saving initiatives to
improve the service life of the cover, reducing the number
that need to be replaced and offering added benefits to both
the airline and the passenger.

A dedicated repair programme helps
minimise scrapping and disposal
DESIGN AND PRODUCTION Percival Aviation specialises in
the design, engineering and manufacture of aircraft interior
products. Commercial manager Tim Harrison says that as an
EASA-authorised design and production organisation (DOA/
POA), it can reverse engineer and improve products, rapidly
and cost-effectively, as well as making entirely new ones.
Small but growing fast, and with a new sales office in
Dubai, Percival produces both new and replacement parts of
every description: “Our customers tell us what the problem
is,” says Harrison. “It can be anything. And it can be made
of any material, any kind of plastic forming, foams, leathers,
fabrics, aluminium extrusions, machined parts. If we can’t
make it in-house, we just get a good vendor to make them
for us.”
Percival’s custom-designed products constitute an
alternative to both OEM and PMA parts, he says. Where
PMA parts are substitutes for the original product, the new
designs Percival produces have their own part number and
are fitted on a minor modification basis to specific tail
numbers operated by the airline that commissioned them.
“We can take an existing product, improve it, give it our part
number and deliver it back to the aircraft with an EASA
Form 1.” he says. “And we can do that in a week, where it
can take up to 12 months to go through the PMA process.”
As a DOA/POA company, Percival makes both brand new
and replacement parts. For one airline in the Middle East,
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do you want to change the cushions,
do you want to put some more
comfort into the seat or make
the seat lighter?

for example, it has recently manufactured a golden vase to
adorn premium class cabins. More mundanely, the same
airline has commissioned plastic replacements for the glass
mirrors in its lavatories. “So we’re enhancing the design of a
product that is flying around the world,” Harrison says.
“Sometimes better materials come along,” he adds. One
example is a current project for replacing lavatory floors and
kick strips: “Originally they were made from a composite
and now we’re using a much stronger material that’s lighter
and will last longer and is cheaper.” Producing a ship set of
lavatory floors for the Boeing 747 meant making 14 tools,
because each lavatory position is different. Mattresses for
crew rests on the 747 and 777 are other recent additions to
an extensive range.
UPGRADE OPTIONS Beyond routine maintenance there is

the consideration of when to refresh the various areas of the
cabin and to what extent. “You can go with a reasonably
cost-effective method or you can give it the full 5-star
treatment,” says MAEL’s Godfrey. “And then of course you’ve
got to work out how to get your investment back.”
The minimum treatment would involve replacing or
changing the colour specs of the toilet modules to a lighter,
brighter, harder wearing finish using paint or laminate. “The
next stage would be to replace light lenses and light lens
covers, and the 5-star treatment would be to change the type
of light completely to LED mood lighting, new laminate
coverings and different types of mirrors.”
A refresh would typically be done in stages – the walk,
crawl, run approach, as Godfrey terms it. “You’d have a
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review every five or ten years. You weigh up the feasibility,
whether something needs re-doing, or what we might do
the year after next.”
Galleys, similarly, have an annual maintenance
programme, plus the occasional refresh. “If there’s nothing
wrong with it structurally and it operates perfectly you
wouldn’t change it, but maybe there is a way of brightening
it up, modernising it, making it easier to use or changing the
colour schemes.” A similar approach would be followed
with IFE systems, with elements replaced progressively in
an evolutionary process.
A change of corporate branding involves more
comprehensive changes. “When you do corporate branding
where you’re changing the carpet colour and the carpet
material, you’re looking at the seat covers and possibly the
cushions – do you want to change the cushions, do you
want to put some more comfort into the seat or make the
seat lighter? Then you would maybe look at doing the
toilet modules at the same time, externally and internally,
changing the sidewall laminates.”
Passenger feedback on faults is also taken into account,
Godfrey says. “Customer satisfaction is massively important,
of course, because we need the customer back.” The airline
receives numerous complimentary letters, “but if there’s a less
positive one, we react to it accordingly. We want that
passenger to come back and say yes, it has improved.”

Contacts
www.airbase.co.uk; www.airline-services.com;
www.monarchaircraftengineering.com; www.percival-aviation.co.uk
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delivered to THAI next year, business class will feature a
staggered fully flat seat. And the first-class cabin will
see individual suites. So we needed to have something
complimentary, so when we deploy our aircraft on different
routes the gap between product will not be so huge.”
THAI will configure its A380s with 507 seats in total:
12 Venus suites from Contour in Royal First at 82in pitch;
60 EADS Sogerma Solstys seats in a staggered 1-2-1
configuration at 74in pitch in Royal Silk (business); and
435 Spectrum seats from B/E Aerospace at 32in pitch in
economy. First class features 23in IFE screens, while
business-class sees 15in monitors, and economy boasts
10.6in screens.
Before the retrofit project began, THAI had two
distinctive cabin offerings on its 747s: “We have two
different configurations: the original one with twin first-class
seats; and a more recent one with single full-flat seats in first
class,” explains Chantalitanon. The six 747s featuring the
single first-class seats will only see the introduction of new
seating and AVOD IFE in economy, while those featuring
the twin first-class seats will be completely refurbished.
Hence THAI’s first batch of retrofitted 747s will continue
to offer B/E Aerospace’s Oasis unit in first class at 80in pitch.
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2011 is likely to prove a very important year for THAI
as it marks the beginning of one of its most dynamic
periods of expansion and innovation. Over the next six
years a massive fleet expansion and upgrading will
take place including delivery of up to 63 new jetliners
of the latest and most fuel-efficient types – Boeing
777-300ER, Airbus A330-300 and six A380-800s.
The first A380 is scheduled to enter THAI’s fleet
in September 2012. Meanwhile the airline began
working with design firm Priestmangoode in May this
year on a new cabin scheme for its next-generation
777-300ERs – the new look may also be introduced on
later A380s.

Each seat is 21in wide and converts into a 27in-wide fully
flat bed, and features a 10.4in personal IFE screen. EADS
Sogerma’s Evolys units will continue in business class on the
main deck at 60in pitch, converting into angled beds, with
a 10.4in monitor.
The existing Recaro-supplied economy seats will be
removed and replaced with new units from ZIM Flugsitz,
installed at 34in pitch. Each seat is 18in wide and has a 9in
IFE screen. Despite being a relatively new supplier,
Chantalitanon believes THAI’s selection of ZIM does not
represent a risk: “At the end of the day, you look at their
specifications – they have to pass the test,” he says. “We are
confident in their product.”

Aircraft Compliance
Never Looked So Good
(Or Resisted As Much Abuse)

• Greater impact resistance than
competitive FAR 25.853 (d) rated
thermoplastic alloys
• Low-toxicity grade fully compliant with
Airbus/Boeing standards
• FAR 25.853 (a) and (d) compliant grades
meeting FAA requirements for flame,
heat release and smoke generation
• FAR 25.853 (a) and (d) rated metallics
with integral color for unmatched
brilliance and scratch resistance

• Outperforms flame retardant ABS and
polycarbonate
• Matching calendered, extruded and
press laminated grades in gauges from
.003 to 3.0 in. (.076 to 76.2 mm)
• Unlimited solid colors, metallics,
pearlescents, translucents and clears,
and unlimited patterns including
carbon fiber, woodgrain and abstracts
• 10 Standard surface textures, and
custom textures with low minimums

US: 1 800 342 7444
+ 1 740 498 5900
info@boltaron.com
www.boltaron.com
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purplepatch
THAI is investing in new seating and IFE across its 747 fleet to ensure
it will better match the inflight product available on its new A380s
A N T H O N Y JA M E S , A I R C R A F T I N T E R I O R S I N T E R N AT I O N A L
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With the excitement building in anticipation of
receiving its first A380 next autumn, Thai Airways
International (THAI) continues to revamp its
existing long-haul fleet of Boeing 747-400s. The airline’s
first retrofitted 747-400 – registration TGR – will be
introduced on the twice-daily London-Bangkok service from
1 December 2011. Its second retrofitted 747 will come on
line on 15 December.
THAI currently operates 18 747-400s in total but only plans
to upgrade 12 747-400s in two phases – the first six will be
complete by December 2011; with work on the remaining
half dozen finished by mid-2012. The other six 747-400s
will be gradually phased from service. The first batch of
retrofitted aircraft will see new economy seating installed
and an IFE upgrade, while the second batch will see new
seating throughout, as well as a new IFE system.
The airline’s very first retrofitted 747-400 was completed
by SIA Engineering Company. However, THAI announced
in August that its MRO division, THAI Technical
Department, is taking over responsibility for carrying out
the work for the 11 remaining 747s at its Don Muang
Airport facility in Bangkok.
“We have the ways and the means and the capacity to do
it,” explains Krittaphon C. Chantalitanon, THAI’s vice
president of product and service development. “There were
also some delays and cost escalations with the first aircraft,”
he continues. “After some consultation, we decided our own
MRO people can do this – and they have proved that they
can do it very well – we have done a lot of work for other
carriers, so why not us?”
THAI was due to receive its sixth retrofitted 747 in
November, but the recent flooding that has swept across the
country has forced Don Muang Airport to close, putting the
schedule back: “The programme has been slightly delayed
because of the flood,” confirms Chantalitanon. “The sixth
747 was supposed to be delivered by the end of November,
but now it will be ready by the end of the year.”
The work for the first six aircraft costs approximately
THB200 million (£4 million) per aircraft and takes 40 days.
The second batch, which sees new seats installed in all three
classes, will push the cost up to THB480 million (£9.5
million) per aircraft and take 60 days to complete.
ALL CHANGE The decision to install new interiors was
prompted by the imminent arrival of the carrier’s first A380.
“We took delivery of the first 747-400 almost 20 years ago,”
says Chantalitanon. “With the new flagship A380 being
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delivered to THAI next year, business class will feature a
staggered fully flat seat. And the first-class cabin will
see individual suites. So we needed to have something
complimentary, so when we deploy our aircraft on different
routes the gap between product will not be so huge.”
THAI will configure its A380s with 507 seats in total:
12 B/E Aerospace Mini Suites in Royal First at 83in pitch;
60 EADS Sogerma Solstys seats in a staggered 1-2-1
configuration at 74in pitch in Royal Silk (business); and
435 Spectrum seats from B/E Aerospace at 32in pitch in
economy. First class features 23in IFE screens, while
business-class sees 15in monitors, and economy boasts
10.6in screens.
Before the retrofit project began, THAI had two
distinctive cabin offerings on its 747s: “We have two
different configurations: the original one with twin first-class
seats; and a more recent one with single full-flat seats in first
class,” explains Chantalitanon. The six 747s featuring the
single first-class seats will only see the introduction of new
seating and AVOD IFE in economy, while those featuring
the twin first-class seats will be completely refurbished.
Hence THAI’s first batch of retrofitted 747s will continue
to offer B/E Aerospace’s Oasis unit in first class at 80in pitch.
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2011 is likely to prove a very important year for THAI
as it marks the beginning of one of its most dynamic
periods of expansion and innovation. Over the next six
years a massive fleet expansion and upgrading will
take place including delivery of up to 63 new jetliners
of the latest and most fuel-efficient types – Boeing
777-300ER, Airbus A330-300 and six A380-800s.
The first A380 is scheduled to enter THAI’s fleet
in September 2012. Meanwhile the airline began
working with design firm Priestmangoode in May this
year on a new cabin scheme for its next-generation
777-300ERs – the new look may also be introduced on
later A380s.

Each seat is 21in wide and converts into a 27in-wide fully
flat bed, and features a 10.4in personal IFE screen. EADS
Sogerma’s Evolys units will continue in business class on the
main deck at 60in pitch, converting into angled beds, with
a 10.4in monitor.
The existing Recaro-supplied economy seats will be
removed and replaced with new units from ZIM Flugsitz,
installed at 34in pitch. Each seat is 18in wide and has a 9in
IFE screen. Despite being a relatively new supplier,
Chantalitanon believes THAI’s selection of ZIM does not
represent a risk: “At the end of the day, you look at their
specifications – they have to pass the test,” he says. “We are
confident in their product.”
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seat shortage
THAI’s decision to go for ZIM Flugsitz, a relatively new seat
manufacturer, as the supplier of economy seating on board
its first six retrofitted 747s underlines the current shortage in
manufacturing capacity: “It’s a supplier’s market right now,” says
Krittaphon C. Chantalitanon, THAI’s vice president of product and
service development. “No doubt Recaro [the original supplier
of THAI’s economy seats on its 747s] make very good seats, but
because of the demand, they would have trouble delivering anything
in the next two to three years – they can’t supply anything to us at
all. Eventually we decided to go with ZIM because they can meet
the supply deadline, the price is affordable, and they meet our
requirements.” Chantalitanon adds: “Unlike other suppliers, ZIM
does not charge airlines for making design changes.”

Economy passengers will also now be able to enjoy
access to Panasonic’s AVOD 3000i IFE system, having
previously been limited to a broadcast-only system.
Once complete, seat count and configuration across the
first batch of retrofitted 747s will remain the same: 10
full-flat seats in Royal First; 40 in Royal Silk (business); and
325 in economy.
Second shipset THAI’s second raft of 747s to be

delivered in 2012 will see the existing 14 Weber-supplied
first-class seats replaced with nine Oasis suites from B/E
Aerospace, as well as a new bar unit, all in Zone A.
Priestmangoode, which worked with the airline on the
new suites, says the inspiration behind the design was to
create a contemporary cabin whilst reflecting the key
elements important throughout Thai culture: “These include
privacy, reflected in the high-level screens with louver panels
that allow passengers to see out but not for others to see in,”
explains Jo Rowan, head of brand and strategy at
Priestmangoode. “Indirect lighting is used wherever
possible; from wash lighting through to illuminated recesses
and stowage compartments, creating an atmospheric
cabin and reflecting the ambience created throughout
contemporary Thai interiors,” she continues.
Individual wardrobes are incorporated and there are
also individual orchid displays, a gesture that is seen
throughout Thailand. “Silk and teak finishes are used
throughout and the colours are a muted interpretation of
THAI’s brand colours, creating a calm and sophisticated
impression to the cabin.”
The 40 Recaro-supplied business-class seats currently
installed will be ripped out and replaced with the same

number of Evolys units. New Spectrum economy seats
from B/E Aerospace are also being fitted, along with
Panasonic’s AVOD eX2 IFE system. As a result of having one
less first-class seat, overall seat count reduces slightly to 324
seats in total.
Level best? Despite the overhaul, THAI will still not be

able to offer full-flat beds in business class on its 747s – with
the seat reclining only 170°. Chantalitanon explains why:
“We are one of the few carriers that has a galley on the main
deck in Zone B,” he says. “If we were to do that [go fully
flat], our seat count would have been reduced by half.
Our commercial department doesn’t agree with that and
preferred to have angled flat. And when the A380 enters
service, there will be aircraft with full-flat seating serving our
primary trunk routes on our European routes anyway, so
the non-flat seats can still serve on our other routes within
our network.”

03. ZIM Flugsitz

is supplying
its ECO-01 NG
economy seat for
THAI’s first six
retrofitted 747s
04. EADS Sogerma’s
Evolys seats
feature in
business class
– it will supply its
Solstys units for
THAI’s A380s

If we were to go fully flat,
our seat count would have
been reduced by half
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05. Economy seat

pitch is a
generous 34in
06. Business class
sees 60in pitch
and lie-flat-atan-angle beds
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In fact it will take until 2016, by which time THAI will
have retired its 747s, before it can say it offers fully flat beds
in business class across its entire long-haul fleet, which at
that point will consist of A380-800s, 777-300ERs and
787s. “Our goal is to offer full flat beds on all long-haul
intercontinental flights by 2016 – this is a must for
business travellers.”

entertainment,” before adding that these carriers provide
“features geared more towards their ethnic markets, rather
than international content.”
The new system also weighs less – and Chantalitanon
says weight is never far from the airline’s thoughts – the
carrier has just introduced an inflight ‘e-magazine’ on its
A330HGW aircraft and plans to roll it out across its
long-haul fleet.
The first batch of 747s will not offer passengers any
connectivity, although Chantalitanon says its second batch
will include a paid-for service, to ensure they are more
consistent with its A380s: “We are working with OnAir to
offer onboard internet and connectivity on our new A380s,”
he says. “From a passenger point of view, the rate will have
to be competitive enough to encourage them to use it – we
are still working on agreeing the correct price point.”

Popular distraction The fact that the airline is

upgrading its IFE across all its retrofitted 747s emphasises
the importance passengers now place on being entertained
in flight. With the removal of its old broadcast system in
economy, passengers in every class can now play, rewind
and pause films and programmes as they please. Overall,
content is being increased from 48 to 100 movies, from 45
to 150 TV features and short documentaries, and from 80 to
500 music CDs. There will also be 17 music channels in
addition to passenger information such as airport and
destination-related information. THAI is also installing a
telephone with credit card reader to make calls to ground
networks and a 115V power outlet in every seat.
“The old IFE system was one of our weaknesses
compared to our competitors,” admits Chantalitanon. “We
believe we have a very good software product – the service,
the food, the network, the frequency – but we have lacked
in IFE.” However, with the new system, Chantalitanon
believes “only one or two other carriers offer more hours of

The old IFE system was one of our
weaknesses compared to our
competitors
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Feel the difference With huge investment in new
aircraft and interiors, THAI hopes to stand out in the highly
competitive Asian carrier market. By 2016 the airline will be
transformed. Until then, it will continue to offer its retrofitted
747s – but will passengers be happy with the product once
they’ve flown the A380? “For first class, the difference will not
be so much, because both will offer suites – obviously the
A380 will be a little bit more spacious than the 747,” says
Chantalitanon. “The real difference between the two aircraft
will be in business class – the A380s will feature staggered
seats, whereas the 747s will remain the conventional twin
seating. Economy class will be quite similar across platforms,
in that both will feature full AVOD IFE with more than 1,000
hours of non-stop entertainment.”

Contacts
www.priestmangoode.com; www.thaiairways.com;
www.zim-flugsitz.de
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LIVETELEVISION

televisiontime
The long-sought ability to offer passengers live television on
a global basis is becoming available from multiple sources
B e r n a r d F i t z s i m o n s , A i r c r a f t I n t e r i o r s I n t e r n at i o n a l

Past attempts to develop inflight television services
have often foundered, either on technical obstacles
or simply as a result of unfortunate timing, when
the availability of a service has coincided with one of the
periodic downturns in the airlines’ fortunes.
The Inmarsat-backed Airia scheme to feed programmes
to aircraft using the 10.5kbps Aero H/H+ service folded
post-9/11. Air TV planned a dedicated constellation of
satellites and got as far as commissioning the satellites and
launches, but no further. Boeing’s Connexion, originally
inspired by the installation of a phased array antenna on a
privately owned Boeing 767 in order to provide TV
reception, had the bandwidth, but what proved to be an
unsustainable business model once its original US airline
customers pulled out in the wake of 9/11.
Business jets have been able to add tail-mounted satellite
TV antennas such as the Rockwell Collins Tailwind,
Honeywell Ovation and Lufthansa Technik TIOS. Qatar
Airways and Oman Air installed the Tailwind 560 variant
with its fuselage-mounted antenna on their long-haul
aircraft: Oman Air currently offers Al Jazera Arabic and
International news plus BBC World live in Europe and adds
CNBC Arabia in the Middle East.
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The only airline-oriented service to endure was LiveTV.
Introduced by JetBlue in 2000, LiveTV was originally a USonly service using the Hughes DirecTV satellites, but is now
available in Canada and Australia as well: more than 500
aircraft operated by half a dozen airlines in North America
and Virgin in Australia are equipped to receive the LiveTV
service; and Azul, the latest start-up by JetBlue founder David
Neeleman, has been working to offer the service in Brazil.
Originally a joint venture between Harris and Thales
predecessor Sextant, LiveTV was acquired by its launch
customer in 2002. Since then it has augmented the TV
channels with XM satellite radio and the Kiteline text, SMS
and email service, and increased the number of channels
available to more than 95. Now it is planning a global
offering, starting with the availability of three to five
channels over the north Atlantic from late 2012. The two
key elements of the service now in place, the company says,
are content relationships and access to a global network
of bandwidth.
Among airlines offering LiveTV, Continental provides it
free to premium-class passengers but charges in economy
class. Frontier charges US$6 for access to 24 channels, but it
is free to upper-tier frequent flyers. The Foxtel programming
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THERE ARE REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
FORM OF DIRECT PASSENGER PAID ACCESS
TO THE PROGRAMMING

01
01. Turkish Airlines’

‘Planet’ branded
live TV offering
on its new 777300ER

delivered via Austar satellite to Virgin Australia aircraft is
free on short flights and AU$10 on longer sectors. The Bell
TV programming on Canada’s WestJet is augmented by payper-view movies.
GLOBAL AMBITIONS Panasonic Avionics has been

developing its own TV service, now the eXTV component of
a Global Communications Suite that also includes eXPhone
and eXConnect broadband, for the best part of 10 years.
Song, the short-lived low-cost subsidiary of Delta Air Lines
launched in 2003, included satellite TV from the Dish
network in its eFX entertainment suite. The 18-channel
service is currently available over the US on Delta’s domestic
737, 757 and 767 fleets.
In 2009 Panasonic launched its Airline Television
Network, differentiated by its use of specifically licensed
television channels and Panasonic-managed encryption
format rather than existing direct-to-home feeds. Initial
channels were Al Jazeera, BBC World, Bloomberg, Euronews
and France 24; subsequent additions include Japan’s NHK
World Premium and English Premier League and Sport24
live sporting events from IMG Media.
The television service, now branded eXTV, uses the
same antenna as the Ku-band eXConnect two-way
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broadband service. It was tested for the fist time in January
2011 and is already available on some Turkish Airlines and
Gulf Air aircraft.
Scott Scheer, manager of programming and media
services for Panasonic’s Global Communications Services
group, says there are no longer any challenges or risks
for the airlines, but plenty of potential upside: “There
are revenue opportunities in the form of direct passenger
paid access to the programming, if the airline elects to offer
it under such a model, competitive differentiation relative
to other airlines, and ultimately as an additional
advertising venue and a means to reach the highly valuable
inflight demographic.”
The challenges to Panasonic in offering the service are
primarily commercial. “The technology is essentially the
same as is used for terrestrial distribution of satellite and IPbased TV services,” Scheer says. “Making the business case
is where the challenge lies. Satellite space and content
licensing is very expensive – we have taken a long-term
perspective in justifying the investment in offering the eXTV
service.” Panasonic is offering the eXTV service on a
subscription basis to the airlines, who can then offer it to
their passengers as they see fit, he says. “Our business model
does not rely on passenger paid access.”

Get ready
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performance.
S y mpho n y Galley
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early adopters
Turkish Airlines claimed an inﬂight TV ﬁrst in September with the
delivery of the ﬁrst Boeing 777-300ER equipped with its ‘Planet’
branded Panasonic Global communications Suite IFE platform.
The airline says it will be the ﬁrst to offer live, inﬂight television
on transatlantic ﬂights. Planned for activation on a further 11 777s
and 10 Airbus A330-300s, the initial offering includes BBC World,
BBC Arabic and Euronews channels, with sport channels due to be
added in the near future.
October saw the delivery of Gulf Air’s ﬁrst GCS-retroﬁtted
A330-200. As well as the three news channels, the Gulf Air
service includes IMG Media’s Barclays Premier League channel.
Passengers will be able to use their own devices to access the
internet via WiFi and communicate via AeroMobile’s mobile phone
technology at the same time as watching television programmes.
“I am sure this cutting-edge technology will fundamentally
change our passengers’ communications and entertainment
experience,” says Gulf Air CEO Samer Majali. SR Technics in Zurich
is due to equip another 29 Gulf Air A320s and A330s with the GCS
over the next 18 months.
Cathay Paciﬁc is due to deploy the GCS from early next year. It will
include an entertainment portal accessible through both passenger
devices and seatback screens that includes live television with a
pay-per-view capability for special events.
02

BREAKING NEWS One constant throughout the

development of inflight TV has been the emphasis on news
and sports. Scheer agrees that live sports and other special
events remains the most appealing content. “Programming
with a short shelf life – or none at all – such as news and
financials is also very compelling.” he says. “And that is only
well served with a real-time connection to the aircraft. We
have focused our licensing and programming efforts on this
type of programming. More traditional IFE programming
can be readily stored on board the aircraft and the expense
of satellite distribution is simply not justified at present.”
The eXTV service multicasts the live television channels
to all authorised aircraft. “Serving one aircraft requires the
same amount of satellite capacity as serving 1,000 aircraft,”
Scheer says. “This is the most effective and efficient way to
provide live video programming simultaneously to a large
inflight audience.” And unlike internet browsing, there is
no need for the airlines to impose restrictions on what
passengers can watch: “The channels that are currently

offered in the eXTV line up – BBC World News, BBC Arabic,
EuroNews, NHK World Premium, Bloomberg Television,
France24, and the Barclays’ Premier League Channel – are
world class brands on their own and adhere to strict
broadcast and editorial standards.”
Inflight access to the Sport24 channel, which is expected
to launch in February 2012, will be exclusive to Panasonic.
“We have entered an exclusive relationship with IMG,”
Scheer says. “Sport24 will essentially be an evolution of the
Barclays’ [English] Premier League channel.”
In addition to all Barclays’ Premier League matches it will
show live broadcasts of other premium events such as
Wimbledon tennis, Formula 1 motor racing, the US and
British Open golf tournaments, UEFA Champions League
football and the London 2012 Olympic Games. Under the
terms of this agreement, he adds, “aircraft equipped with the
Panasonic eXTV service will be the only way that these
premium events can be seen live, in flight anywhere in
the world.”

02. Gulf Air’s ‘Sky

Hub’ offers
passengers
full broadband
connectivity to
access internet,
mobile phone
services and a
global, live
television service

PROGRAMMING WITH A SHORT SHELF LIFE
– OR NONE AT ALL – SUCH AS NEWS AND
FINANCIALS IS ALSO VERY COMPELLING
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PREMIUM SPORTS AND TELEVISION
NEWS CHANNELS ALSO FORM PART
OF ROW 44’S PLANS

04

03-04. Using

Panasonic’s
GCS, Gulf
Air will offer
two-way
broadband
connectivity at
speeds of up
to 50 Mbps to
the aircraft

MAKING WAVES Premium sports and television news
channels also form part of Row 44’s plans for its Ku-band
satellite broadband service, which already covers North
America, Europe and the Middle East and is being extended
globally. Both Southwest Airlines and Norwegian Air Shuttle,
the US and European launch customers for the service, leave
passengers to rely on their own WiFi devices to access the
service while attempting to filter out inappropriate content
and VoIP voice services.
In recent months Row 44 has announced a series of
content enhancements, including Major League Baseball;
live television from BBC World, Bloomberg, CNBC, MSNBC,
Fox News and NBC Sports Network; and on-demand
movies and TV episodes from Fox, Universal, Warner
Brothers and Disney. The baseball offering includes
streaming video and audio of more than 2,400 games.
Southwest, which is charging US$5 per flight for internet
access as an introductory offer, says it plans to unveil the
additional content later this year.

CONTACTS
www.livetv.net; www.panasonic.aero; www.row44.com
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UNCOMPROMISING INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
For today’s discerning passengers, elegant industrial design and comfort are massive drivers for airline loyalty and
passenger satisfaction. With eX3, your passengers will be drawn into Panasonic’s seamless home theater-like environment
equipped with HD and 3D displays, capacitive touch, proximity sensors, incredible viewing angles, next-generation
processors, and more.
eX3 also drives cost out of your operations with hardware that has a significant weight reduction, uses less power,
incorporates a simplified architecture for greater reliability, and offers greater functionality at the seat.
So if you’re considering an IFEC solution that helps you deliver your brand, foster passenger loyalty and attract new
travelers, look to Panasonic Avionics and eX3.
Panasonic Avionics – Connecting the business and pleasure of flying.

AMAZING PASSENGER EXPERIENCE - NATIVE BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY - UNCOMPROMISING INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
ADVANCED MEDIA STRATEGY - OPEN PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE - MINIMIZED COST OF OWNERSHIP - AIRLINE BUSINESS PLATFORM

panasonic.aero
© 2011 Panasonic Avionics Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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greenplane

greenmachine
Southwest continues to trial a lighter, high-tech interior that
could set new sustainability standards for the cabin
C h r i s t i n e N e g r o n i , A i r c r a f t I n t e r i o r s I n t e r n at i o n a l
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In the decades-long search to save fuel, every part
of the aircraft has been re-examined and every
pound re-evaluated. Now, with a two-year trial
coming to a close, Southwest Airlines is ready to make
changes to the interiors of its Boeing 737s having found
weight-saving technology for seats and carpeting that’s worth
the price, and onboard internet technology that’s worth the
weight. From seat covers to carpet tiles, the changes could
set new sustainability standards for aircraft interiors.
Southwest Airline’s ‘green plane’ (tail number WN222)
started in 2009 when the four-year-old aircraft lost
226kg (500 lbs) with the installation of cutting-edge
materials that are lighter, easier to maintain and in some
cases reusable. WN222 has the same single-class 137-seat
cabin configuration as the rest of the Southwest fleet. The
weight savings are expected to provide a 10,000 gallonper-aircraft fuel saving each year.
“The direction we are going in the cabin is
revolutionary,” says Marilee McInnis a spokeswoman for
Southwest. “It takes a long time and it’s not something that
happens easily but we wanted to eliminate waste and get
weight and fuel savings. We think it is the way of the future
and we are excited with the results.”
As part of the Southwest challenge, several materials
manufacturers agreed to redesign existing products for airline
application. Izit Leather (a textile-backed, polyurethanecoated artificial leather) was being used on walls, headliners
and some seating on business jets as long ago as 2002,
explains Drew Clabough of Izit Leather based in Illinois. This
toe in the water piqued the company’s interest in creating a
product certified for use on airliners that was light but able to
hold up under heavy passenger use.

01. Southwest’s

‘green plane’
features Izit
Leather on seats
on one side of
the aisle and
E-Leather on
the other; and
InterfaceFLOR’s
innovative carpet
tiles on the floor
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greenplane

03

02

02. The 737-700

seats 137
passengers in
total in a singleclass layout
03. Exterior of
Southwest’s
green plane,
WN222, showing
unique logo
livery scheme

“We had never considered putting the product on
commercial airline seating,” says Clabough. “So we went
back to square one and looked at developing a new product
that would perform better across the board in all areas.
That’s what we have now.”
Side-by-side comparison Whether Izit Leather is as
durable, washable and impervious to stains and abrasion as
Clabough claims will be determined by Southwest, which did
a literal side-by-side test – with Izit on one side of the aisle
and E-Leather seats on the other. E-Leather, based in the UK,
is one step ahead of Izit in that it has a faux leather already in
use on two airlines – North American in the US and Jet2.com
in the UK according to the company’s website.
“We are surveying customers on the comfort,” McInnis
says of the seat covers. How well they withstand the grit and
wear of 100 million travellers each year, how easily they
clean and how long before they wear out are also factors in
the analysis. Southwest replaces covers about every four
years according to McInnis. “We can extrapolate how long

the most sweeping change on the
green plane is on the floor
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the seat covers will last based on the wear we’re seeing in
the two years they’ve been on the plane.”
Southwest is not tinkering with the composition of the
seat pan padding as are some other airlines, however it is
using a lighter weight fill from Greiner PURtec in the back
of the seat to reduce weight. There are two other seat-based
revisions: the plastic rub strips have been replaced with
lighter, recyclable aluminium and the rigid plastic life vest
containers have given way to equally environmentally
friendly canvas pouches. But the most sweeping change on
the Southwest green plane is on the floor.
Square deal Nearly five years ago, at the Payload Concept
Center in Everett, Washington, USA, Boeing installed ecofriendly carpet tiles from InterfaceFLOR, a Georgia-based
manufacturer of industrial carpet squares. Boeing executives
were so pleased with the product, they approached
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custom carpet
Having first come together about five years ago, InterfaceFLOR and
Boeing have since worked with industrial design firm Teague to
create a carpet tile that meets both Boeing and FAA requirements
and certification approval. InterfaceFLOR says its carpet tiles weigh
less than the broadloom used in other aircraft, which saves on jet
fuel. Additionally, installation time has been drastically reduced and
creates less waste, with any leftover modular carpet trims fitting
in a shoebox. Meanwhile, Southwest is committed to recycling via
InterfaceFLOR’s ReEntry Process to prevent the product being sent
to landfill.
“InterfaceFLOR SKY-TILES are a perfect fit for the aviation
industry,” asserts Kippen Westphal, director of transportation
products for InterfaceFLOR. “The tiles are easier to ship, store,
install, maintain, replace and recycle. The lightweight tiles
enable easier non-directional installation, are longer lasting than
traditional aviation carpet, thus less costly over time, and can be
recycled. Moreover, this product is dimensionally stable, which
needs no serging around the edges – unlike fabric or broadloom
carpet that flexes, shrinks, grows and creates gaps in flight when
exposed to ever-changing cabin air pressures associated with
commercial flight.”
Meanwhile the company revealed during Aircraft Interiors Expo
USA in Seattle in September that a second, as yet unnamed, carrier
is interested in testing its carpet tiles on board a Boeing 737.
04

InterfaceFLOR to see if it was interested in modifying the tiles
for aircraft cabins. Jeanne Yu director for environmental
performance at Boeing, recalls the engineers saying: “’This
went in pretty nicely, why don’t we consider it for aircraft?’
And InterfaceFLOR was excited about doing that.”
Now in what Yu considers a radical change for sustainable
interiors, Southwest has installed the carpet tiles on its test
aircraft. There are several advantages to the tiles over rolled
carpet. The squares are lighter than traditional carpet and
when damaged only the affected tiles need to be replaced.
Initially, it was difficult to keep the appearance of old and
new squares consistent: “When you remove and replace
tiles, you have to make sure the new carpet tile meshes with
a carpet that has aged,” explains Yu. IntefaceFLOR resolved
the problem by incorporating a variety of shades in each tile
to create the illusion of a uniform colour. Another benefit to
modular carpet is that it can be installed and removed with
the seats in place.
“This is a unique product,” says Steve Arbaugh vice
president for brand marketing alignment and experience for
InterfaceFLOR of the SKY-TILES, recalling that the company
won the Crystal Cabin Award in the ‘greener cabin, health
and safety’ category at the Aircraft Interiors Expo in
Hamburg back in 2008. Modular carpeting is not a new
concept; it has been the raison d’être of InterfaceFLOR for
40 years and is sold in 110 countries.
Still, producing a durable, recyclable, removable carpet
tile for home or office was not the same as producing one
for an airliner. In addition to strict flammability regulations,

the company found it challenging to develop a tile light
enough and strong enough to stand up to pounding of feet
and roll-aboards and the repeated pressurisation cycles.
“Under cabin pressure there is expansion and
contraction. Is the carpet tile flexible enough to expand and
contract but without having the seams come apart?”
Arbaugh asks before hurrying to conclude that
InterfaceFLOR has accomplished this in a product that
when it does wear out, can be returned to the factory and
recycled to make new tiles. About 70% of the company’s
non-aviation product is reused when the backing is
separated from the face fabric, turned into pellets and
extruded into new product, he notes.
“It’s so great for us at Southwest to be able to partner
with a company that has the same philosophy,” McInnis says
of InterfaceFLOR, calling the combination of weight savings,
ease of replacement and recyclability a “win-win” for the
company and the environment. The tiles on Southwest’s
green plane are installed under a supplemental type
certificate but Yu says InterfaceFLOR is “on track” for full
regulatory approval. The modular cabin carpeting for

04. InterfaceFLOR’s
SKY-TILES are
currently being
trialled on the
green plane

you have to ensure the new carpet tile
meshes with a carpet that has aged
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studio star
Row 44 announced in September that it is now able to offer a
wireless video-on-demand service that will enable Southwest
passengers to access an extensive library of movies and television
episodes during flight, streamed to their smartphones, tablets
and laptops. Row 44’s new service is launching with many popular
current and classic movies and TV shows – from launch partners
Disney, Universal, Twentieth Century FOX and Warner Bros.
As a result, passengers will be able to use their WiFi-enabled
devices to watch episodes of Friends, Glee, The Office, Modern
Family and The Three Stooges, or movies such as Avatar, Harry
Potter, Inception, Toy Story and the Hitchcock classics. Row 44
says it will continue to enhance the programming available through
additional partnerships and innovative programming opportunities.
In addition to this new streaming video service, Row 44’s In-Flight
Broadband Entertainment Platform also offers inflight service for
live streaming IPTV – enabling passengers to view live broadcasts
from such networks as CNBC, FOX News Channel and VERSUS (to
be rebranded NBC Sports Network next year) on their WiFi devices.
“Southwest knows our customers want the ability to customize
their onboard entertainment experience,” said Dave Ridley,
Southwest’s chief marketing officer at the time of Row 44’s
announcement. “Allowing our customers to choose from hundreds
of TV shows and movies on a Southwest flight will be a great
addition to the Southwest inflight product offering. We’re very
excited about unveiling this service later this year.”
Meanwhile, Southwest Airlines’ chief executive Gary Kelly
recently revealed a further treat in store: the carrier is currently
considering retrofitting some of its fleet with the Boeing Sky
Interior, fitted as standard on its new 737-700s.

05

06

05. Southwest

passengers
are currently
trialling Row 44’s
onboard WiFi
service
06. A Row 44installed aircraft
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Southwest’s 737 also consists of just two part numbers, she
adds – a vast reduction on the 33 different carpet sizes
currently used by Boeing for the 737 floor.
Entertainment factor In many respects Southwest,
with its one-class, all-737 fleet has a history of striving for
simplicity. But several things have changed in recent years.
The airline acquired AirTran, which flies Boeing 717s as well
as 737s and offers premium seating. In the past, Southwest
has not provided IFE – a legacy of its days as a short-haul
carrier. Fortuitously, a Southwest executive says, the airline
has hopscotched over the era of the heavy and maintenanceintensive system of seatback screens wired to an onboard
server. It has gone directly to satellite-based WiFi, providing
content to passengers’ own devices.
The weight, the wiring and the complexity made it “easy
math,” five years ago, says Dave Ridley, senior vice president
and chief marketing officer for Southwest, discussing why the
airline eschewed IFE in the past. The decision was partially
luck, partially good timing. “We were wise in saying ‘I bet
down the road we can provide email and access to the
internet and it’s going to provide a lot of entertainment’. And
voila, here we sit and I can watch a World Series game on my
iPad at 30,000ft,” explains Ridley.
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In 2010, Southwest started equipping its fleet with
satellite WiFi through Row 44. (AirTran, which was recently
acquired by Southwest, already has WiFi on its fleet of 717
and 737s.) The decision to add WiFi came as Southwest’s
route system started to incorporate longer-range flights and
Ridley says the airline felt it needed to offer connectivity for
longer trips as well as to attract and keep business and
younger travellers.
“People will be expecting to be connected,” adds James
FitzGerald of Mindshower LLC, which provides IT
consulting to the transportation industry. “Whether they’re
in the air or not, the adoption curve is taking longer than
folks in the industry had anticipated.” Southwest would not
say how many passengers are actually using WiFi, which
adds approximately 200 lbs per aircraft.
So progress towards a lighter, more environmentally
friendly aircraft is a two-steps-forward, one-step-back
proposition. With both WiFi and green interiors,
Southwest aircraft will have a net weight loss of 300 lbs
with new technology that both woos more passengers and
carries them in a more sustainable aircraft.

Contacts
www.interfaceflor.com; www.row44.com
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wap’sup
Wireless head-end system streaming to both airlineprovided screens in a seat-centric architecture and
passenger-provided devices is a mash-up that works
M i c h a e l C h i l d e r s , A i r c r a f t I n t e r i o r s I n t e r n at i o n a l

What are the biggest IFEC trends to have emerged
during 2011? Seat-centric IFE is one. The coming of
age of COTS tablets as IFE devices is another. And
the re-emergence of wireless IFE is also making waves. Which
of these will be 2012’s biggest story? How about the fact that
they are all variously converging with inflight connectivity in
a blend of services that offers the best advantages of each.
Wireless streaming of content in the cabin is the
component that brings these things together. And 2011 is
the year that wireless IFE moved from theory to practice.
It began in February with Lufthansa Systems’ rollout of
its BoardConnect wireless IFE system at the ITB Berlin travel
trade show – with its launch customer Condor announced
in March – followed in April at Aircraft Interiors Expo with
the announcement of a joint venture between electrical
engineering company Siemens CMT and European hightech aerospace company Altran to develop a wireless system
called Simple3.
Then in May, Aircell (since renamed Gogo) announced a
trial on two American Airlines’ B767-200s of a cachedcontent wireless system complementary to its air-to-ground
connectivity system. In June, Tune Box – the digital media
arm of Tune Group – announced at the Paris Airshow that it
was developing a wireless IFE system for sister company,
Malaysian low-cost, long-haul carrier AirAsia X, that will
leverage the existing onboard architecture from AirAsia X’s
FlightFocus EFB.

01. Virgin America

has selected
Lufthansa
Systems
BoardConnect to
power its awardwinning Red IFE
system, which
will now offer
both seatback
content and
connectivity via
PEDs

Heavyweight decision And then, at the Airline

Passenger Experience Association (APEX) Conference in
Seattle in September, IFE heavyweights Thales and
Panasonic declared that they were onboard with wireless
technology as well.
Panasonic Avionics announced its eXW wireless IFE
system that delivers a portal to passengers’ own devices,
including streamed content and a whole lot more. And
Thales announced that it has reached agreement to work
with Siemens CMT on the development and testing of a new
onboard wireless content distribution system for use with
passenger mobile devices. Under the partnership, Siemens
provides the software that is utilised on Thales’ hardware,
with Thales handling the marketing.
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02.

wireless IFE systems are another
opportunity for airlines to immerse
customers in their brand
02. Condor will be

the first airline
to install
BoardConnect
on its Boeing 767
aircraft

According to a spokesperson for Thales, “Our
partnership with Siemens is the first step which brings
together a proven mix of applications and systems
technology…Media streaming to passenger devices adds
to the scalability of the TopSeries system…”
Siemens, which is leveraging its long experience in the
telco space and other transportation markets, offers a
solution built to user-owned devices and which supports
20+ different devices from PCs and Macs to smartphones
and from iOS to Android OS. Called Media4Sky, Siemens’
solution will complement Thales’ TopSeries product family.
For example, Siemens envisions the ability for a
passenger in first class to begin viewing a movie on, for
example, a tablet, and then with the swipe of a finger transfer
the image to the larger, airline-provided seatback screen –
indicative of efforts to integrate airline-provided IFE with
passenger-provided IFE. Both Thales and Panasonic
emphasise that their new wireless streaming services and the
involvement of passenger-owned devices complements –
rather than replaces – their current embedded offerings.
window of opportunity Panasonic believes that wireless

IFE systems are another opportunity for airlines to immerse
customers in their brand, and that it can provide passengers
with compelling content. ‘Early window’ (prior to packaged
media release) movies are one differentiating component of
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airline-provided content. Panasonic’s eXW puts the portal on
the passenger device with personalised offerings that
Panasonic believes will strengthen the connection between
the airline and passenger by leveraging the airline’s knowledge
of that passenger’s tastes and preferences. Panasonic’s portal
stores a minimum of 40 full-length multi-language movies,
100 short programmes and 100 CDs.
Brazil’s low-cost carrier, GOL, used APEX to announce its
streaming solution, developed in-house, called GOL NO AR
(GOL on Air), which is being introduced on its fleet of over
100 B737 aircraft. The service is accessible on iOS devices
like iPads and iPhones, and will be available in the future on
other tablets and smartphones.
In October, a new long-haul low-cost airline owned by
Singapore Airlines – and tentatively called Scoot Airlines –
issued an invitation on the airline’s website to bid for a wireless IFE system. And Siemens’ system is said to be awaiting
trial on a very large airline.
Red letter day But the announcement that drew the

most attention at APEX was Virgin America’s revelation that
it had selected Lufthansa Systems’ BoardConnect platform
as the technology partner for the hotly anticipated next
iteration of the iconoclastic airline’s Red IFE system. Under
the agreement, Virgin America and Lufthansa Systems will
develop the new platform collaboratively, which will be the
first of its kind in North American skies.
Slated for launch in 2012, the next iteration of Red will
offer a larger, high-definition touchscreen seatback monitor
with full WiFi connectivity and a breadth of curated
content, along with the ability for passengers to use their
own personal electronic devices (PEDs) to connect to the
system pre-flight, inflight and post-flight. Beginning in the
first half of 2012, Virgin America will upgrade to Gogo’s

IFEARCHITECTURE

next-generation ATG-4, which improves upon current
performance by approximately a factor of four.
“Our focus on innovation is a core part of our business
model and guest offering,” says David Cush, president and
CEO of Virgin America, “and BoardConnect will allow us to
not only leap even further ahead of the airline pack, but also
pace the larger consumer trends in mobile technology. We
now have the architecture we need to design a dynamic entertainment experience that is the next logical iteration of Red.”
Back-end testing of the new system by Virgin America
and Lufthansa Systems technicians is already under way on
an aircraft dubbed ‘N841 VA-#nerdbird’.
The obvious significance of the Virgin America decision
is that this is not a small regional carrier with no IFE looking
to offer a simple and inexpensive system, but the winner of
the 2011 APEX Awards for Best Inflight Entertainment in
the Americas, Best Inflight Video, and Best Overall Passenger
Experience; and an airline known to not only fly Silicon
Valley techies, but to collaborate with them – suggesting that
wireless IFE and the integration of PEDs into the system is
more than just a low-cost solution.
Three form The new wireless offerings from the various

suppliers involve three basic models: wireless streaming of
content to seatback screens; wireless streaming of content to
airline-provided media devices such as tablets; and
wireless streaming of content to passenger-provided devices.
The inclusion of the third component recognises the
growing importance of mobile technology and the
increasing propensity of passengers to use smartphones and
tablets in the broader travel experience.
The first two models are designed by suppliers to be ‘early
window’ solutions – referring to their ability to provide
sufficient security over the content to be able to offer movies
in advance of their packaged media (DVD and Blu-ray Disc)
release to consumers. The third model – streaming to
passenger-owned devices – must overcome a couple of
security hurdles before qualifying for early window content.

wireless IFE and the integration of
PEDs into the system is more than
just a low-cost solution
One of the solutions, Gogo, utilises ‘late window’ – i.e.
concurrent with packaged media – movies to support the
feature that if the passenger does not finish watching the
movie during the flight, he/she can watch the remainder from
the ground within 24 hours by accessing Gogo’s website.
These three architectures can optionally be integrated
with a connectivity system, embedded seatback screens
can optionally be designed to include local storage to be
seat-centric, and airline-provided seatback units can be
integrated with both airline-provided and user-owned
tablets or PEDs.
Airline-provided tablets One of the things that
makes this mash-up compelling is the introduction of
airline-provided tablets into the equation. Australian carrier
Jetstar saw the potential in the iPad as an IFE device even
before it was first sold in the Apple Store. But Jetstar
struggled to find the right path to getting Hollywood to
approve its platform for early window movies, and its
difficulties led to the incorrect impression that Apple isn’t
focused on supporting IFE implementations on its platform
and devices.
But Apple is known to be working in the IFE space
through enterprise relationships like the one it has with
Lufthansa Systems. When Jetstar’s parent, Qantas, trials
Lufthansa Systems’ BoardConnect this autumn, it will stream
content from a head-end server to an iPad2 available to
every passenger. Although Qantas is providing passengers
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IFEARCHITECTURE

STREAMING MEDIA TO PASSENGERS WILL REQUIRE THREE TO
FIVE WIRELESS ACCESS POINTS (WAPS) PER AIRCRAFT
with iPads, the system will also stream content to passengers’
own devices, including Android tablets and smartphones.
Similarly, Samsung’s Galaxy Tab 10.1 has entered the IFE
space via an order for 6,000 units by American Airlines,
whose systems integrator for the project, The IMS Company,
worked collaboratively with Samsung to repurpose the device
for IFE use. IMS is launching a product line based on the
Android OS platform, and has shifted its focus from devicespecific to platform-specific. Samsung will also collaborate
with Tune Box to deploy Samsung technology on AirAsia X.
On board American’s B767-200 and B767-300 fleets,
passengers will be able to use the airline’s seatback screens, as
well as connect their own tablets, smartphones and laptops to
Gogo. And in business class, they can also use the Samsung
Galaxy Tabs to either watch content stored locally in each
tablet on an SD card, or streamed from the Gogo server.
WHAT ABOUT BANDWIDTH? For those who are not yet

convinced of the efficacy of wireless IFE, questions of
bandwidth and signal interference seem to be the biggest

04.

04. Panasonic’s
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iPhone
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concerns. The same radio physics apply to every system,
and some commonalities are emerging. For example,
streaming media to passengers will generally require three to
five wireless access points (WAPs) per aircraft. Tests have
indicated that WAPs can serve 100 or more passengers, but
the most commonly recommended number by Lufthansa
Systems, Gogo and Siemens is between 60 and 70.
Of course, once HD content becomes the norm, this
will apply more pressure on throughput – especially for
airline-provided clients – but may be why suppliers are
recommending 60-70 users per WAP when they’ve tested
satisfactorily above 100. And by the time HD content begins
to become more broadly available, High Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) – dubbed H.265 – may well be codified with
the objective of providing the same visual quality at half the
bit rate of H.264, today’s IFE standard. H.265 is on track for a
draft standard by mid-2012 and ratification early 2013.
These offerings from Gogo, Lufthansa Systems, Siemens
and presumably others that stream to user-owned devices
utilise a technology called adaptive streaming, which allows
passenger-owned devices to connect to the onboard server,
exchange a second or two of signals to test throughput, and
then stream content at data rates from 250kbps to around
1.5Mbps (for standard definition) optimised to the device
and the content. Yes, this does mean that multiple versions
of a movie will be stored on the server. But just as encoding
is reducing file size, storage capability increases regularly.
And how does seat-centricism fit into this mash-up? The
term ‘seat-centric’ generally applies to a system architecture in
which content is stored at the seat rather than provided from
the head end, while these wireless systems involve streaming
content from the head-end to the seat without downloading.
Yet when American deploys its Samsung tablets it will
combine content stored on the devices on SD cards with that
streamed from Gogo’s server. Similar hybrid architectures are
possible with content stored at the seat for airlineprovided screens/devices while streamed from a head-end to
user-owned devices. But these components are largely interchangeable and may emerge in a variety of configurations.
During a wireless panel discussion at APEX in September,
Gogo was given an opportunity to walk back some of
the statements of its CEO Michael Small that the days of
embedded IFE are numbered, but declined to soften that
position. Elsewhere, however, the conversation seems to have
changed from claims that connectivity and pax-owned devices
spell the end of embedded IFE to one of how a compelling
IFEC programme can result from the mash-up of seat-centric
SDUs, airline and pax-provided tablets, connectivity and
wireless IFE in various configurations.

CONTACTS
www.gogoair.com; www.lhsystems.com; www.siemens.at/cmt
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softspot
The latest leathers, carpets, textiles and
treatments made for the aircraft cabin

on song
Tisca Tiara mobility textiles recently launched Alto Basso Avio, a new
collection of carefully harmonised carpets and seat cover and curtain
fabrics. The idea is to provide a convenient single source of ready-toimplement soft furnishing design concepts for the entire cabin. Tisca
Tiara’s new collection reflects the latest global trends in terms of designs,
textures and colour combinations, and was produced and developed to be
eco-friendly. The company also believes the products will generate lower
lifecycle costs for airlines.
Tisca Tiara maintains extensive stock, with many thousands of fabrics
and carpets all available for immediate shipment and with no minimum
order quantity. Founded in 1940, the Swiss company designs, develops and
manufactures all sorts of carpets, seat cover and curtain fabrics, steampleated curtains and other ready-to-install products for the complete
aircraft interior under one roof.
www.tisca.com

all about weave
Having teamed up with an Italian factory that is used by
high-end fashion houses, Edelman can now offer three of
its most popular leathers (Luxe, Artisan and Napoli) as
woven products. There are four weave patterns to choose
from: Classic, Alessi, Balla and Arturo.
Luxe Calf and Artisan are made from European
vegetable-tanned aniline-dyed calfskin. Luxe Calf has a
rich sheen produced by being heated and pressed.
Meanwhile, Napoli, inspired by antique leather, is made
from European vegetable-tanned aniline-dyed cowhide.
Luxe is available in 23 colours, averages 28-30ft2 and is
1.0-1.2mm thick; Artisan comes in four colours, averages
32-34ft2 and is 1.3mm thick; and Napoli has 17 colour
options, averages 45-50ft2 and is 1.2-1.3mm thick.
All in-stock leather can be despatched immediately; for
custom orders, lead time is about four to six weeks.
Edelman also launched DayGlowBrights earlier in 2011.
This eye-catching collection was inspired by the neon
work of artists Olafur Eliasson and Dan Flavin, the graffiti
art of Stephen Sprouse, and the trend for colourful city
bikes. The neon-bright leather is custom coloured for
each client and made from Royal Hide, Edelman’s bestselling leather for aircraft interiors.
www.edelmanleather.com
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green dream

Lantal

Andrew Muirhead & Son’s Low Carbon
Leather was created to address rising
concerns over fuel costs, sustainability and
carbon emissions. The made-to-order
leather weighs approximately 650g/m2 and
is 1mm thick. The product is 100% genuine
leather – it is not reconstituted, recycled or
rehashed. The company says Low Carbon
Leather has all the properties you would
expect from genuine leather, while being
30% lighter and boasting greater elasticity
than standard leather.
Recent wins for the company include an
order for Voyager leather from Gulf Air, for
the next stage in its A330 programme.
Meanwhile, Lan Chile has specified Andrew
Muirhead leather for its new Boeing
Dreamliner 787, which is scheduled to
come into service in 2012. The new aircraft
will expand Lan Chile’s services between
South America and Washington DC and
London Heathrow.
www.muirhead.co.uk

Andrew Muirhead

COLOURTRIM

farm fresh
Lantal Textiles has renewed its portfolio of
leathers. The range consists of four types with
different surface textures and a palette of 48
distinctive colours. Calando is designed to have a
silky, soft and natural hand for comfort; Classic is
a cool, technical leather that Lantal says is easy
to care for; Crescendo is a naturally structured
leather; and Conbrio is billed by the company as
the best choice for large-volume projects.
The leather can be customised in many ways to
reflect the airline’s corporate identity. Lantal says
dyes can be formulated to achieve virtually any
shade to match or coordinate with livery colours,
for instance as defined by the Pantone or RAL
systems. Further design options are embossing,
debossing and embroidered logos or patterns,
specially stitched seams and piping and even
perforations and dimpling.
With fit-and-fly products such as pre-cut
leather parts and ready-made seat covers, and its
Design Organisation Approval status, Lantal aims
to reduce airlines’ process management and
handling costs.
www.lantal.com
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carbon copy

complete package
Ambiances’ latest collection of leathers
and fabrics for aircraft interiors is called
Integral. The company says the leathers
and fabrics meet FAR 25 853 Part I for
flammability; FAR 25 853(d) Appendix F,
Part IV for heat release; and Airbus ABD
0031 and Boeing BSS 7238 for smoke
density and toxicity.
The leather weighs 570g/m2, while the
fabric weighs 360g/m2. Both are available
in a wide range of finishes and custom
colours, with a one-month lead time.
www.ambiances-aviation.com

air conditioning
Tatsumura Textile has created an ‘air catalyst’ treatment
called TioTio that can be applied to textiles used on
aircraft seats and floors, as well as curtains, to provide
an antibacterial and deodorisation effect. Tatsumura says
treated textiles combat microorganisms, odours, stains
and the like, benefiting passengers who suffer with
asthma, allergies or atopy.
The air catalyst does not require light to work and does
not use organic compounds, which Tatsumura says
ensures it is environmentally harmless, safe and gentle.
In addition, its effects do not disappear through melting
and evaporation at room temperature.
Tatsumura has already supplied fabrics treated with
TioTio (pictured) to major Japanese airliners.
www.tatsumura.co.jp

Tatsumura

Ambiances

Launched by rohi as a concept study at Aircraft Interiors
Expo 2011 in Hamburg, Germany, Carbon Looks is an
optical interpretation of high-tech carbon materials into
interior textiles. Carbon fibres are synonymous with highperformance vehicles such as race bikes, powerboats,
Formula 1 cars and aircraft fuselages. rohi’s carbon fibre
animated textile constructions are designed to reflect that
sophistication, durability and high value. They coordinate
particularly well with high-end aircraft seat models. Anker
carpets, partnering closely with rohi, has also adopted the
concept to create coordinated carpets, which will be
showcased along with rohi’s fabrics at Aircraft Interiors
Expo 2012.
www.rohi.com

rohi
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rich pattern
Scott Group Custom Carpets’ newest offering is the Terk
collection, which draws inspiration from early 20th century
painters such as Sonia Delaunay and Paul Klee, who created
boldly patterned works of art using vibrant and rich colours. “We
were struck by how current the colours and patterns from these
artists feel almost 100 years later,” says Jennifer Kirchgessner,
Scott Group’s director of marketing.
The Terk pattern consists of simple fractal shapes outlined in a
low loop to enhance the dimension of the carpet. Vibrant lines of
colour in pewter and golden mustard are balanced with shades of
cream. This pattern is designed with a modern cabin interior in
mind, but colours and patterns can be customised to coordinate
with clients’ wishes.
The company develops new sample collections on a quarterly
basis reflecting trends from various markets: residential,
commercial, automotive and fashion. The collections serve as a
starting point for aviation designers to help generate new ideas.
www.scottgroup.com

light fantastic

Kalogridis

Yarwood Leather’s latest product, Yarwood NT, is a
genuine leather weighing less than 450g/m2. The
product was developed by the same team behind two
generations of Kalorlite leather and was designed to
meet urgent industry requirements for weight savings.
On a maximum-capacity A380, Yarwood says it can
reduce overall leather seat cover weight by 950kg.
Being a genuine hide with a large surface area
(typically 50ft2 or more), this product can be cut and
sewn using standard techniques. Yarwood offers this
service from its UK in-house cut and sew facility.
Yarwood reports that global leaders in seat
manufacturing have partnered with the company to
ensure that their own lightweight options are
promoted to the maximum benefit.
www.yarwood.co.uk
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panel show
Kalogridis’s 3D custom panel, Deconel, is proving popular. It was
originally developed for commercial airlines, but has since
expanded into private jets, superyachts and luxury houses. It has
been installed on large VIP aircraft, such as the A330, Boeing 737,
Global Express, Global 5000, Falcon 7X and Tu-214. The picture
shows its use on a window panel in a Dornier 328 cabin designed
by ctm Design. Other successes include a reorder from a major
airline for first-class bulkheads on its Boeing 777, following its
first purchase in 2007.
Some customers have applied Deconel on all wall panels.
Kalogridis says it is easy to install, reduces noise in the cabin and
weighs 80% less than traditional tapestries. It also says the fabric
selected does not need to be treated with fire-retardant
chemicals; and silk can be used without creating bubbles or
wrinkles on the panels.
www.kalogridis.com
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Why Specify EnduraLite Leather?

Modern fleets are shaving weight wherever possible.
For capacity. For range. For economy.
With new EnduraLite Leather, airlines can reap
the rewards of more than 50% weight savings
versus traditional leather.
The leather alternative that’s not only light,
but exceptionally strong, durable, and easy to
clean... EnduraLite Leather.
Weight savings equals fuel savings.
EnduraLite gives your fleet savings by the barrel.

www.perroneaero.com

cabinlighting

lightitup
LED-based ambient lighting continues to transform the cabins
of many aircraft but certain pitfalls could see it leapfrogged by
even more advanced technology in the future
G u y B i r d , A i r c r a f t I n t e r i o r s I n t e r n at i o n al
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cabinlighting

01. Starlight ceiling
from Airbus’
A380 cabin
mock-up
02. A380 staircase
lighting detail

Lighting that does more than help you see –
better known as ‘mood’ or ‘ambient’ lighting –
is now so commonplace in domestic and
commercial housing it’s taken for granted in many parts of
the world. You wouldn’t expect a club, hotel foyer or even
someone’s living room to only have a single incandescent
light from the ceiling doing all the work with only ‘on’ or
‘off’ for brightness choice, but in transport it’s been a
slower process for numerous reasons from space and heat
to safety and cost.
In the automotive industry Mini has been offering
personally adjustable interior lighting with colour
variations on various models for nearly five years and
Virgin Atlantic started the trend for cabin mood lighting in
aircraft as far back as the early 2000s as Gareth Southall,
senior designer at Virgin Atlantic Airways boldly states: “A
decade ago we revolutionised the cabin lighting experience
on our 747 fleet. The great thing for the passenger is
that mood lighting is now implemented on most airlines.
Those who don’t have it are behind the curve in terms of
cabin experience.”
Those early technological forays into ambient lighting
were not as advanced as they are today of course. Southall
admits that Virgin’s early technology involved not much
more than two different coloured fluorescent tubes which
mixed to create a different mood for the passenger

throughout the flight. For Virgin’s new A330 fleet the latest
LED RGB lighting system is used though, which, says
Southall, “means our colours, light levels and moods are
now infinite.”
Of course for Virgin such lighting technology trailblazing not only helped create repeat customer business
but also became part of its brand identity as Tyler L. Smith,
lead engineer for Boeing’s payloads lighting development,
acknowledges: “There are large items that can make one
airline stand out from another such as unique architecture
in combination with unique lighting scenes.” Little details
can be equally as important though, as Smith continues:
“Small items such as enabling a light to fade on and off or
having a sign that dims to match a cabin light level can
really change a passenger’s experience.”
Ambience to well-being Beyond such ‘surprise and
delight’ capability, designers, carriers and manufacturers
have also come to realise that lighting can actually improve
customers’ health on board, especially during long flights.
“An aircraft is an enclosed area moving independently
from the sun’s journey,” notes ex-Airbus and now
independent lighting designer Caroline Crespin of Crespin
Lumieres. “There is no indication of time inside so we
could compare this to a dark closed box. But this darkness
allows us to draw using light like a pencil.”
02

Those who don’t have it [mood lighting]
are behind the curve in terms of cabin
experience
01
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The future of interior illumination
starts with SCHOTT today
Cabin Illumination with SCHOTT® HelioJet
A new and unique LED solution combined with fiber optic technology
• Very homogeneous line light
• Constant high light stability
• Reduced maintenance due to improved mean time between
failure (MTBF)

Seat Illumination with SCHOTT® Modular Reading Lights
• Standardized certified technological platform
• Large variety of designs
• Fast and efficient configuration and introduction

Monument Illumination with SCHOTT® Sidelight Technology
• Unique technology
• Unparalleled design flexibility
• Homogeneous light distribution

Lighting and Imaging
SCHOTT AG
Otto Schott Strasse 2
55127 Mainz
Phone: +49 (0)6131/66-7905
Fax: +49 (0)6131/66-7850
contact.transportation@schott.com
www.schott.com/lightingimaging
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GLOBAL LEADERS,
LEADERS WORLD-CLASS RESULTS
From First-class cabins to Corporate and VVIP interiors, EMTEQ creates
the ultimate cabin experience with a unique approach to application
innovation – taking the latest in LED technology and bringing color
to the cabin in new, revolutionary ways.
For commerical cabins, EMTEQ applies the latest LED
technology to modernize cabin lights, including ceiling,
sidewall and reading lights, with increased
reliability and reduced maintenance.

TRUST EMTEQ FOR ALL YOUR
LED LIGHTING NEEDS.

C3 Concept & Mock Up. © 2011 C&D Zodiac. All rights reserved.

LED Lighting | Avionics Upgrades | Engineering & Certification
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To continue Crespin’s evocative metaphor, aircraft
manufacturers like Airbus and Boeing are key players in
defining the parameters of these dark boxes and how
sophisticated light can change them for the better. “We are
taking this capability to a higher level with our latest aircraft
being equipped with systems that are technically able to
deliver any scenario solution, including animated sequences
– sunrise and sunset for example,” says Claire Nurcombe,
aircraft interiors marketing, Airbus. “These scenarios are
more than branding, they have a direct impact on passenger
well-being, such as easing the effects of jet lag.”
Where Virgin led, Qantas and Emirates followed and in
2011 the key technology driving lighting options is still LED
(Light Emitting Diodes). With extra benefits of a long life
span, lower energy use and space efficiency it is accepted by
the industry as a mature lighting technology. “Today we use
almost exclusively LED,” declares Crespin. “Before that, the
cabin got only a static diffused and uniform white light. It
provided the lighting of a cloudy day.”
But despite LEDs’ rise to prominence, there are a few
clouds on the horizon for this technology.

we have had to overcome on our new A330 fleet,” Virgin
Atlantic’s Southall concedes. “The white light emitted
from LEDs is a very cold light. This impacts the colour

rendering of food and passengers’ skin, making both look
washed out – so we have fitted a warm colour gel wrap on
our reading lights in order to counterbalance this and
make our passengers and food look great.”
Armin Plichta, general manager for transportation at light
supplier Schott Lighting and Imaging, also warns of an over
reliance on LEDs, given that they change in intensity over
their lifespan and can also change colour too unless many
sensors are used to control them. “Look at RGB LED strips
closely,” says Plichta, “and you will see red, green and blue
dots, but over time if the red fades it can cause the overall
light to become pink.” Plichta also says LEDs “create extra
heat where you don’t want it” so Schott’s solution is to use
fewer LEDs (one tenth as many) in conjunction with glass
light guides and fibre optic know-how to create similar strip
effects for a more consistent light. Called HelioJet, the
product claims to have the intensity of old fluorescent tube
lighting combined with the low energy consumption of new
LED tech. It’s the first product from a new cooperation
agreement between Schott and Lufthansa Technik, is
aviation-certified, and has already been subject to a test
installation in an Airbus 319.
As everyone in the industry knows, certification can be
a tough and design creativity-stifling process. Desmond
O’Donovan of lighting consultancy DHA design, who has
worked with Virgin Atlantic, as well as many architectural
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LED drawbacks “There are drawbacks with LEDs that
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A new interactive
gaming system
enables passengers
to gamble in flight
while airlines take a
share of the revenue

Victoria Harding
+44 1491 637 387
victoria.harding@f-e-e.com
Reader Enquiry No. 501

asafebet
The increased popularity of computerised
portable devices has led to the development of an
inflight gambling system by a new company
called JetBet. JetBet’s Inflight Interactive Gaming
System (JIGS) offers aircraft passengers an
adapted device that enables them to gamble on
casino games from their aircraft seat.
As well as expanding the entertainment
offering, JetBet says JIGS could potentially
generate big ancillary revenue streams for
airlines and business jet operators.
“The global online gaming market has
experienced rapid growth since its establishment
in the 1990s, and it is now widely accepted as a
safe and respectable alternative to live casino
gaming,” says Victoria Harding, client liaison
executive at JetBet. “This trend will continue, and
airlines must look for ways of catering for the
wishes and desires of their passengers.
Marketing studies show that one out of five
passengers would take the opportunity to gamble
while flying.”
JetBet offers a full customer relationship
management (CRM) system; that is, an account
management system, a payment solution, wallet
system and database. This is to aid passenger
confidence in the system, and for dispute
resolution, should it arise. JetBet also provides
24/7 support. This is provided by the company’s
in-house personnel, who have considerable
gaming experience.
The JIGS platform is pre-installed on a tablet
and offers a virtual casino for passengers that
can be used when flying in international airspace
(i.e. above 20,000ft).

The platform currently offers roulette, black
jack, baccarat and slots using a random number
generator. JetBet says the devices have a battery
life of eight hours. Because they are pre-installed
with all the necessary software, they need no
administrative input from the cabin crew.
JetBet will make all passengers gaming on its
device a member of the Fee Club, and as such
they will each be given a membership smartcard.
This card is designed to protect new members
from security issues, and is the physical link that
allows players to manage their wallet.
The passenger can transfer gaming funds from
their debit/credit card, or via bank transfer, onto
their wallet, which is encoded on their
membership card. This transaction needs to be
completed before take-off. The tablet is loaded
with the player’s membership details, and the
funds available to the player are reflected in the
wallet on the tablet. Each spin/hand updates the
wallet. After the flight, the player’s gaming history
and account information is uploaded to the JetBet
data centre.
The carrier profits in two ways from each
passenger that becomes a member of the Fee
Club. Firstly, the carrier receives a percentage of
all revenues earned by JetBet from passengers’
JIGS gaming activity in flight. Secondly, for those
passengers who go on to gamble on any of
JetBet’s associated platforms, the airline receives
a further percentage of all revenues received by
JetBet in perpetuity. The final ace is that the
application does not need to be licensed, as it is
operated in international airspace, outside of the
jurisdiction of any country.
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full panel illumination using OLED
technology could be the ultimate
solution for digital customisation
05-07. W-Hotel in

Doha with
lighting
developed by
DHA Designs,
which recently
worked with
Virgin Atlantic
on its A330
lighting

projects, admits as much: “The requirement for stringent
certification greatly limits the transfer of techniques from
architecture in particular,” he says. “I believe airlines would
be much bolder in their choice of design were it not for
this constraint. Virgin’s chandelier at their Upper Class bar
is an example but we were restricted in terms of how we
achieved this architectural look.”
But while Airbus also acknowledges the difficulty of new
innovations meeting certification while providing sufficient
customer choice, it would seem to have some solutions too.
“Deviations from the normal industrial platform are difficult
and very expensive to address on a one-to-one basis,” says
Nurcombe. “Many of our aircraft display exotic lighting
features. One of the more complex ones is the ‘Starlight’
ceiling, where individual fibre optic strands are hand fitted
to cabin lining parts to simulate specific star constellations
during night flights. For this scenario, we have already
demonstrated mock-ups where a similar effect is achieved
by digital projection. When hardware customisation can be
replaced by digital customisation, it becomes much easier to
address such individual requests. This requires focused
activities on the anticipation of future customer needs
combined with specific hardware development to achieve
the next generation of enabling platform.”

dramatic systems coming to market as they gain maturity.
For example, full panel illumination using OLED
technology could be the ultimate solution for digital
customisation, allowing the rendering of specific lighting
effects along with digital graphics and patterns with each
panel being the equivalent of a flat-screen TV.”
OLEDs (organic light emitting diodes) are lights where
the light-emitting layer material of the LED is an organic
compound rather than hard crystalline as in normal LEDs
and already well-established OLED applications in other
fields include the small screens for mobile phones and
digital cameras. Bigger applications have taken longer to
develop as the substrate can be a little unstable – it doesn’t
like water for example so has to be well protected from
moisture – and its life span was originally weaker, but as the
technology grows up its potential is exciting designers.
Caroline Crespin of Crespin Lumieres is certainly a
believer: “In the medium to long term, OLEDs would be a
little revolution. Basically it is a luminous foil made of a
range of layers working with electroluminescence [EL] too.
The advantage of this lies in its shaping capabilities. It could
be applied to many things in our usual environment and
they would become bright. In spite of a slow development
we can imagine luminous aircraft cabin linings switching
from a screen display to an ambient light to finish with a
decorative pattern.”
Virgin’s Southall has his money on EL technology –
where a material emits light in response to an electric
current passed through it or to a strong electric field – as
a way of getting a more “dynamic and subtle lighting
experience,” while DHA’s O’Donovan is in no doubt about
OLEDs adding: “OLED technology could do for cabin
lighting all over again what LED has recently done.”
Whatever the type of technology and the ‘how’ of its
working, it seems the ‘wow’ of customers when they
encounter such experiences looks set only to increase.

Future tech As to the type of technology that will lead

such change most of the relevant parties are in agreement.
“LED will lead the way for the next generation of aircraft,”
continues Nurcombe, “but beyond that, we may see more
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www.dhadesigns.com; www.crespin-lumieres.com;
www.schott.com

Innovation and Integration

Diehl Aerosystems combines many
years of experience and expertise
in the fields of high quality floor-tofloor cabin interiors, lavatories as
well as creative and effective lighting and avionics.

their competencies to guarantee
unique holistic and integrated
concepts in the cabins of modern
passenger aircraft.

Our constant striving for innovative
solutions and new possibilities paves
the way for our success. The four
subsidiaries Diehl Aerospace, Diehl
Aircabin, Dasell Cabin Interiors and
Mühlenberg Interiors are combining

www.diehl-aerospace.com
www.diehl-aircabin.com
www.dasell.com
www.muehlenberg.de

Partnership, Competence, Reliability
from the Cockpit through to the Cabin.

Diehl Aerospace and Diehl Aircabin are Joint Diehl Thales Companies.
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flexible solutions for
your aircraft cabin needs

“Turnkey” Business
Class Center Consoles

PEACE OF MIND...
ABUSE TESTED TO FAA AND SAE STANDARDS
RELIABILITY TESTED TO 35,000+ CYCLES
ROBUST YET LIGHTWEIGHT
LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP
UNPARALLELED PRODUCT SUPPORT

Economy/Premium Economy Premium Class Food Tray
Class IFE Deployment
Tables

Premium Class IFE
Deployment

Precision Engineered
Features
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to learn more about the lates
knowledgeable sales team
Seat Furniture. Discover
Contact our responsive and
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s
Premium Clas
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IFE Deployment Systems,
th in the aircraft interiors
success and sustained grow
the reasons for our ongoing
Bucher Aerospace Corporation | 11400 Airport Road, Everett, WA 98204, USA
Phone: +1 425 355-2202 | Fax: +1 425 355-2204 | info@bucheraero.com
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peoplepower
Aerotage’s engineering/design division
provides aerospace systems integration
design and certification services for air
transport, corporate, military, helicopter
and unmanned aircraft applications. The
company offers a comprehensive line of
mechanical, structural, electrical and
avionics integration engineering design data
packages. Its services do not stop at the
design stage – Aerotage provides aircraft
integration liaison support services to
assist the client’s production department in
the integration of the design data package.
Its staff provide assistance from project
requirements definition, through
development and installation support.
Aerotage also has a division that
provides employment solutions for the
aviation industry, addressing the challenges
of fluctuating workloads, specific projects
and surge requirements for businesses
with hard-to-find skill sets.

The division specialises primarily in
engineering and technical search
programmes providing highly experienced
and qualified personnel, whether the need is
for contractors, temporary personnel to
direct hires, large volumes or managed
services programmes (on-site recruiting).
“The need to find top talent remains
paramount, and in today’s economic
landscape, budgets require creative and
cost-effective solutions,” says Brad
Hardwick, president of Aerotage. “With over
60 years of combined aviation experience,
clients can count on our specialised search
teams to assist in finding the exclusive
search solution, both domestically and
internationally. Aerotage can provide
turn-key solutions for clients’ aerospace
engineering, certification and personnel
requirements.”
Aerotage

Reader Enquiry No. 510

soundadvice
N2 Aero takes a holistic approach to cabin
acoustic design. “We begin with an extensive
aircraft and technology evaluation, perform a
detailed review of the aircraft configuration and all
of its properties and complete the development,
implementation and certification of a customised
and comprehensive noise control solution,” says
Greg Nelson, president of N2 Aero.
“Cabin acoustics are a critical aspect of today’s
VIP completions,” says Olen Nelson, vice
president of the company. “Owners demand quiet,
comfortable acoustic environments that
complement their cabin interiors. There are many
types of noise sources that can mar the luxury
cabin environment; isolating aerodynamic and
engine noise is simply not enough to meet the
standards of today’s discerning customer.”
Hisses, whines, rattles and other common
phenomena can cause excessive fatigue and
discomfort but N2 Aero says these are not
adequately assessed by measuring decibel values
alone – each and every noise source must be
isolated, evaluated and treated to produce a truly
excellent aircraft environment. “Piecemeal
approaches to noise control, such as those
focused solely on materials or components, cannot
meet today’s performance expectations,” says
Greg Nelson. “These processes neglect many key
acoustic issues and the results are often heavy,
over-complicated and less effective.”

N2 Aero believes a comprehensive acoustic
design should be tightly integrated with the aircraft
and its systems to be as effective and lightweight
as possible. “This requires not only well-designed
installation kits but also expert guidance in the
acoustic aspects of all of the aircraft systems and
equipment,” says Greg Nelson. “Creating a
comprehensive, fully documented and supported
design ensures the best acoustic results that are
also economical, lightweight, easy to install and
reliable for the lifetime of the aircraft.”
N2 Aero

Reader Enquiry No. 511
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The Floor is Yours

Technology that delivers
Lexan* XHR sheet
High performance Lexan* XHR sheet specifically designed
for aircraft interiors that can reduce weight by up to 11%
vs. traditional PVC/PMMA products to conserve fuel and
lower emissions; meet tough FST and heat release regulations; reduce overall system costs; and enhance the
aesthetics, safety and comfort of the cabin environment.
Compliant with
• FAA regulations:
• Vertical burn test - FAR 25.853 (a) Appendix F Part I
• Heat release (OSU65/65) - FAR 25.853 (d) Appendix F Part IV
• Smoke Density FAR 25.853 (d) Appendix F Part V
• Toxicity requirement of AIRBUS ABD0031 and BOEING BSS7239

Contact us at sfs.info@sabic-ip.com

sabic-ip.com/sfs
* Trademarks of SABIC Innovative Plastics BV.
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Aeristo is building
on 20 years of
success with new
technologies and
products

Alexander Schmidt
+1 817 624 8400
aschmidt@aeristo.com
Reader Enquiry No. 502

forwardthinking
Established in 1991, aviation leather specialist
Aeristo celebrates its 20th anniversary in 2011.
The company says it remains prosperous,
because of the strong principles it was founded
on and which it continues to exemplify.
Aeristo’s main focus is to research, develop and
distribute interior leathers and associated seating
comfort products exclusively formulated for
aeronautical applications. Its aviation leather
brands include Aeronappa, Belvedair, Volaero,
Rotinda, Aerolino and Aerolamb.
Realising that seating comfort does not stop
with surface materials, Aeristo also offers a line
of seat comfort products. The company, already
the supplier of a nano-carbon-fibre seat heater
called Fybairheat, recently began to investigate
seat ventilation solutions, after numerous
inquiries from OEMs, seat manufacturers, FBOs
and end customers. While the company says it
has found that at this time an active seat
ventilation system for aircraft is unrealistic in
light of weight, packaging and space issues, there
are alternatives. It has taken a creative approach
and believes that a passive ventilation system is
not only the best approach for ventilating seats,
but also offers valuable added benefits.
The resulting material is known as Ventimesh,
and has only recently been released. The loop
structure of the yarn allows for a wide range of
seating comfort levels from firm to soft. Aeristo
says additional advantages include passive
ventilation, superb testing results, comfort,
versatility, light weight, enhanced hygiene and an
excellent recovery feature.
Also new are the company’s leather splitting
and skiving services. This allows customers to

specify leather to any thickness they wish – which
Aeristo says facilitates the upholsterer’s job and
provides for a nicer, cleaner end product.
To handle growing demand, two years ago
Aeristo relocated its headquarters to a new
facility close to Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport in Texas, USA. The company says the new
location – benefiting from the airport and
accompanying logistics network – positions it
better than ever to facilitate quick shipments
worldwide. The company prides itself on its
willingness to go the extra mile to help customers
struggling with time constraints.
Customers have been benefiting from the
company’s stringent quality controls over the past
two decades. Now Aeristo has accomplished a
further milestone in its commitment to continual
improvement and has been awarded AS 9100 rev.
C, AS 9120 rev. A and ISO 9001:2008 certification
– the latest in certification standards.
While Aeristo believes it has always gone above
the industry standard to ensure customer
satisfaction, the company understands the
necessity for formalities in an industry that
requires speed, perfection and traceability in all
steps and processes. “We are very proud of our
industry-leading quality certifications,” says
Shawn Weishuhn, operations manager at Aeristo.
“However, our customers are the ones who truly
benefit from our inherent quality-driven culture.”
What customers can continue to expect from
Aeristo is a huge inventory of aircraft leathers
ready for immediate shipment in some 180
colours. All these leathers are central European
bull hides chosen for their cleanliness, tight grain
and large size, optimising yield.
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We dont just supply quality interiors,
we can supply the aircraft also
In 2009 we embarked on a program of purchasing B737 Aircraft and refurbishing the aircraft
with our unique interior solutions, at present we have several aircraft being converted that are
available for sale based at our EASA 145 facility in Bournemouth UK .

10,000 SEATS IN STOCK,
> A340 VIP COMPLETE INTERIOR FOR SALE,
ALL WITH EASA FORM 1 RELEASE
> 98 PAX PLACES OF A319 LIE FLAT SEATS
> C2C SEAT CERTIFIED FOR ALL AIRBUS
NARROW-BODIED AIRCRAFT – IN STOCK NOW!
> 500 LIE FLAT DOUBLE ELECTRIC SEATS
> 1200 IN STOCK OF OUR BEST SELLING C2C CRADLE
MANUAL BUSINESS CLASS SEATS NOW IN SERVICE
WITH MANY AIRLINES

> 1000 PAX PLACES OF PREMIUM ECONOMY SEATS
FOR B737, B757, B767
> C2C SEATS CERTIFIED 9/ 16G FOR B737, B757, B767, BBJ,
B747, B777, BAE 146, RJ, A318, A319, A320, A321,
> C2C SEATS IN 3 SIZES 48, 53, 55 INCHES WIDE AND
CERTIFIED BETWEEN 40-55 INCH PITCH
> SPARES FOR SEATS NEW AND USED CONDITION
> OVER 1000 ECONOMY SEATS FOR A319, A320, B757
> PLUS HUNDRED OF IDEAS FOR DESIGN AND COSMETICS
> AS IS CONDITION OR WITH FULL RELEASE

Visit www.euroav.com for more information and pictures.

EUROPEAN AVIATION LTD, BROMYARD ROAD, LEDBURY, HEREFORDSHIRE, HR8 1LG, ENGLAND
EMAIL: TREVORW@EUROAV.COM | TEL: +44(0) 1531 633000

Image courtesy of Altitude Aerospace Interiors
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Embroidered
carpets are just
one of the options
from textiles
expert Tisca Tiara

Matthias P. Tischhauser
+41 717 910 125
m.tischhauser@tisca.ch
Reader Enquiry No. 503

stitchcraft
Besides its more traditional aircraft offerings,
the award-winning Swiss company Tisca Tiara
mobility textiles also offers carpets for those
clients who want something way out of the
ordinary. By reconstructing machines originally
built for the production of embroidered clothes,
the company has honed a way of producing
embroidered carpets. The result is Waron, a
carpet with a distinctive look and feel. Waron is
particularly in demand for VIP and business jets,
as well as for first-class airline cabins and firstand business-class airport lounges.
Carpets are made to measure, in any size and
shape, up to 13.5m in width, in one piece and
without any seams. The company says this last
feature increases service life because seams are
the weakest points in floor coverings. No cutting
waste is produced during installation because
the carpets match the aircraft’s floorplan.
Moreover, carpets are available with no minimum
order quantity, and despite being entirely
customised, are available in lead times as short
as three weeks. Tisca Tiara says the possibilities
for customisation are endless: clients can choose
any colour or colour mixture, shape, size and
measurement, and can pick from various
qualities and design options.
Another special feature is the ability to thread
differently dyed yarns through the same needle;
yarns are marled according to the client’s wishes.
Tisca Tiara says this means an infinite number of
hues can be produced, enabling clients to match
the carpet perfectly with the rest of the cabin.
“Whether the requirement is for light or dark,
a bold contrast or subtle hue, Tisca Tiara’s yarn

mixture technique is special because every
thread remains visible,” explains Matthias P.
Tischhauser, managing director of mobility
textiles at the company. “In addition, the use of
long-stapled 100% pure new wool in worsted
yarn ensures the superior quality of this
exclusive, long-wearing product.”
Tisca Tiara has been run by the Tischhauser
family since its foundation in 1940. As well as
Waron, the company produces a huge range of
other carpets – woven and tufted, pass-machine
tufted, hand-tufted and hand-woven – as well as
fabrics for seat covers, curtains and headrests,
and ready-to-fly, steam-pleated curtains.
“By uniting these uniquely diversified product
categories and various production technologies
under one roof, we are proud to be a true allinclusive manufacturer,” says Tischhauser. “It
allows us to satisfy any textile need within the
aviation industry without having to subcontract
from other companies. This makes everything
faster, easier and cheaper for our customers.”
The company maintains state-of-the-art
machinery and production facilities. Customised
products are manufactured in short delivery
times and with low minimum order quantities.
Tisca Tiara also has an in-house design and
development department, which Tischhauser
says can realise even the most extraordinary
customer request.
Furthermore, the company maintains a very
extensive stock programme: a vast array of
aircraft fabric and carpet collections are available
in stock and ready for immediate shipment, with
no minimum order quantity.
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showbusiness
Business Jet Interiors World Expo will be held on
22-23 February 2012 in the glamorous setting of
Cannes, France. Tailored to showcasing the very
latest in executive jet and helicopter interior
design and technologies, the event is expected to
draw around 2,000 executive jet owners, operators
and completion centres from all over the world. It
will also include a free-to-attend conference
boasting a truly VIP line-up of speakers
representing leading aircraft manufacturers,
design houses, completion centres, completion
management firms and more.
Expect to see the very best seating, catering
services and equipment, flooring materials, IFE
systems, lighting, materials, design houses –
everything that goes into creating bespoke
business aviation cabins. More than 60 interiors
suppliers have been invited to exhibit their latest
designs, concepts, materials and technologies.
A highlight of the show will be the free-toattend conference. Aircraft and helicopter
manufacturers will be represented by Andrew
Fulford, manager of design operations at
Gulfstream; Patrice Royer, business and private
aviation director at Eurocopter; David Velupillai of
Airbus Corporate Jets; and other high-level
speakers from Bombardier’s Global Completions
Center and Boeing Business Jets.
The conference also boasts a very strong
design contingent, including an inspirational
speech on design across disciplines from
renowned designer Ross Lovegrove; a
masterclass in applying lessons from yacht
design in VVIP aircraft from Jim Dixon, director of
aviation at Andrew Winch Designs; thoughts on
designing for the Chinese aviation market by
Jean-Pierre Alfano of AirJet Designs; and
pointers on how to balance innovation with
certification issues from Edese Doret of Edése
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Doret Industrial Design (whose most recent
project, a Boeing 787-9 with living walls, is
featured on page 24). Other design visionaries
speaking include Magnus Aspegren, director of
BMWDesignworks’ Singapore studio; Paul
Priestman, director of Priestmangoode; Tim
Callies, head of Comlux Creatives; and Marcelo
Teixeira of Brazil-based Studio Marcelo Teixeira.
There will also be speakers focusing on the
completions process itself. These include
Elisabeth Harvey, head of Jet Aviation Basel’s
in-house interior design studio, who will share
her tips for optimising relations between design
and engineering departments; and Rick Roseman
of RWR Design, who will address how
completions can be made more efficient.
Finally, aircraft owners/operators can look
forward to tips on navigating the potentially
bewildering worlds of aircraft acquisition and
outfitting, including the complex technologies on
offer. Jean Sémiramoth of Altaïr will provide an
overview on the cabin outfitting marketplace;
Oliver Stone of brokerage and advisory firm
Colibri Aircraft will address how interiors can
dramatically impact the aircraft’s final resale
value – with lots of good and bad examples; and
Andrew Muirhead, CEO of IDAir, will address the
fast-moving arena of IFEC and CMS.
The World Expo is organised by UKIP Media
and Events Ltd, founder of Aircraft Interiors Expo
in Hamburg, Germany, and publisher of Business
Jet Interiors International and Aircraft Interiors
International magazines. Business Jet Interiors
World Expo 2012 will be co-located with Business
Airport World Expo 2012, where an additional
3,000 executive jet owners and operators will
attend to discover new FBOs and destinations.
To register for your free pass simply visit
www.BusinessJetInteriorsWorldExpo.com.

The business jet
and helicopter
outfitting
industry’s first
dedicated event is
coming to Cannes,
France, on 22-23
February 2012

Simon Hughes
+44 1306 743 744
simon.hughes@ukipme.com
Reader Enquiry No. 504

GOING IN THE WRONG DIRECTION ?

• Chameleon Process changes plastic or any substrate to appear as woods, fabric, marbles
• 300 percent lighter than wood veneer
• Passes full smoke and toxicity testing
• Process applied by EASA Sub Part 21G Organisation
• Over 1000 different designs available
• Applied to VIP and many commercial aircraft
• Recycling existing parts to look like new
• Applied to seats, galleys, sidewalls, tables, bar units, sinks, toilets

Changing the way we see things
www.chameleonproducts.net
Decorative Technology • Decorative Interior Solutions
Chameleon Process in partnership with AIM Composites
tsw@chameleonproducts.net
alanbyrne@aimcomposites.com

Tel: +44 (0) 7887 907635
Tel: +44 (0) 1223 441000
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inspiration loves innovation
BASF Aerospace offers innovations that were inspired by our
dedication to our customers’ success.
As a result of our extensive industrial experience and proven research
and development competencies, BASF presents a broad product
portfolio across the following industry segments:
n
n
n
n

Cabin Interiors
Structural Materials
Seating Components
Fuel and Lubricant Solutions

n

n

n

Coatings and Specialty
Pigments
Flame Retardants and Fire
Protection
Other Aerospace Innovations

At BASF, we create chemistry.
Get the free mobile app for
your phone http://gettag.mobi

FPO

www.aerospace.basf.com

Get the free mobile
app for your phone
http://gettag.mobi
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softcells
With the multiple, often conflicting demands for
weight reduction and increased comfort, aircraft
seating manufacturers need a highly efficient
cushioning material. An alternative to traditional
foam cushioning, Supracor’s Stimulite honeycomb
relies on the benefits of structural aerospace
honeycomb to provide load distribution and weight
reduction, with comfort achieved through its
elastomeric matrix. Perforations in the honeycomb
cell walls circulate air to eliminate heat build-up,
while the ‘footprint’ of the cells and their flexing
action is designed to stimulate blood flow to
promote circulation.
Since its debut at the Aircraft Interiors Expo 2011
in Hamburg, Germany, Stimulite has received
strong market interest and Supracor is currently
working with both OEMs and airlines.
Supracor says Stimulite honeycomb can provide
comfort and support in a low profile (0.5-1.5in
thickness). Fortunately, seat frame design is
evolving to take advantage of this streamlined
cushioning material. And because it’s made from
thermoplastics, Supracor says it is durable,
washable, recyclable and resists moisture.
For more than 20 years, Stimulite has been a
leading technology in medical support surfaces for
pressure sore prevention. Its low-profile

performance has also been recognised by the
military – Stimulite is the specified ejection seat
cushion for F-18 Hornet fighter jets. In addition,
Stimulite mattresses have been chosen for crew
rest areas on the new Boeing 787 Dreamliner and
747-800 aircraft. Supracor says Stimulite meets all
flammability requirements with standard dress
cover materials. Stimulite is manufactured in
California by Supracor, from US-made materials.

Susan Wilson
+1 408 432 1616 ext. 224
swilson@supracor.com
Reader Enquiry No. 505

perfectharmony

Mattieu Praudeau
+1 310 884 7036
galleyinserts@zodiacaerospace.com
Reader Enquiry No. 506

Monogram Systems, a division of Zodiac Aerospace, says the tone has changed in the world
of commercial airline suppliers, as the industry moves from a buyer-furnished equipment
(BFE) to a seller-furnished equipment (SFE) design approach. Monogram Systems is
answering this shift with its new Symphony suite of galley inserts. Each product – whether
it be the steam or convection oven, beverage chiller, coffeemaker, trash compactor or
water heater – works in total concert with the others, the idea being to provide a
dramatically improved inflight experience for passengers and flight attendants.
A leader in the field with more than 80,000 galley inserts flying on wide- and narrow-body
commercial aircraft, regional and corporate jets, the company has poured long hours of
research into this totally harmonised suite. Designed for reliability, weight conservation
and performance, Monogram says highlights of its suite include “a new level of heating and
cooling consistency, an oven Delta T that sets new benchmarks, infusion coffee brewing
based on refined scientific study and much more”. User-friendly with universal controls
across the suite, each insert is designed to consume minimal power. Symphony is available
in both ARINC and ATLAS standards, making it suitable for a wide range of aircraft.
“Symphony is a totally interconnected system of complementary galley products that
works for both the SFE and BFE world,” says Thomas Lee, business development director
for Monogram Systems. “We have raised the bar with a combination of elegance,
adaptability and convenience that not only meets the OEMs’ required specs, but enhances
them with added features and benefits.”
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C A N YoU F I N d V T M I lToPE I N T h IS PIC T U r E ?

B

A

[ Scalable — Upgradable — Interchangeable ]

D
C

You’d never know we were there, yet we’re ubiquitous. Our end to end
cabin network components and systems serve passengers, flight and

E

maintenance crews worldwide with thousands of certified units flying on
all major airframe types. Our open architect design utilizes a building
block approach to give you an industry based solution for whatever you
bring on board for years to come.
www.miltope.com · 1.800.645.8673 (1800MILTOPE)

A

Multi-Function Access Point (above ceiling)

B

Telephony Server (in overhead compartment)

C

n Printer (on flight deck)

D

Network Control Panel (in galley)

E

Network Server, Ethernet Switch
and Application Server ( in electronics bay)
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Madelec Aero is a reliable supplier of Airborne Safety, Emergency
and Lighting equipment bringing customers best value, services and quality
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balancingact
Lantal says its cost analyses show
that with a single-layer light-blocking
curtain, lightweight seat covers and
carpets, as well as individually
pressure-adjustable pneumatic
cushions, an airline can save up to
€240,000 in kerosene per A380 and
year while reducing CO2 emissions by
417 tonnes.
Passengers have a growing
awareness of the ecological impact of
flying, but at the same time, they
expect more comfort. How can these
two perspectives be reconciled?
Additionally, IATA’s core goals
stipulate greater fuel efficiency.
Lantal has been proactively
developing soft interior solutions to
support these goals, with lighter seat
covers, curtain fabrics and carpets,
and cushions filled with air instead of
foam, potentially for all classes. The
aim of these products is to contribute
to the achievement of the airline’s
environmental objectives while also
cutting operating costs. The
company’s approach is to pick
lightweight but simultaneously
sustainable materials with longer

@

service lives for more costeffectiveness. “It is often thought that
especially in cabin textiles, less weight
and more comfort are mutually
exclusive,” says Peter Kämpfer, EVP
for markets at Lantal. “But innovation
has proven that this no longer applies.
In a three-class A380 carrying 516
passengers, we can achieve weight
savings of up to 800kg and yet
enhance passenger well-being.”
For nearly 60 years, Lantal has been
dedicated to airline passenger comfort
and carrier profitability. The company
is celebrating 125 years in textiles in
2011. Customers are expressing their
appreciation of its all-in-one solutions
for the aviation industry. So are
Bertrand Piccard and André
Borschberg, who selected Lantal as
official supplier partner for Solar
Impulse’s vision of flying around the
world in a solar aircraft in 2014.
Lantal will contribute to the ambitious
project by supplying its Pneumatic
Comfort System for the cockpit, as
well as offering ergonomic expertise
for what should be the longest solarpowered airborne trip ever made.

Peter Kämpfer
+41 62 916 71 71
peter.kaempfer@lantal.ch
Reader Enquiry No. 507
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What was your first job? When leaving school I studied

how did you end up at flydubai? I joined Virgin Blue as
cabin crew before it launched in August 2000. Due to the
airline’s rapid expansion, I was promoted many times to different
roles within the guest service systems division, while at the same
time completing a masters degree in aviation management. I
moved to Dubai in 2006 to join the service delivery management
team at Emirates Airline, which exposed me to long-haul,
wide-body, multiclass operations, and introduced me to
the challenges and rewards of living in this culturally diverse
city. When it was announced in March 2008 that Dubai was
to establish a low-cost carrier, I was ready for a new
challenge – joining flydubai was the perfect opportunity to
combine my regional experience with my low-cost background.

06

flydubai describes itself as a low-fare airline –
how does that impact on the cabin? Flydubai is a
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What attracted you to Lumexis’s FTTS IfE system?
We considered various IFE systems but the Lumexis FTTS
model was the only one that could meet our requirements:
lightweight while offering unrivalled viewing quality. The
weight of traditional copper systems is usually a prohibitive
factor for low-cost carriers when it comes to IFE but the
Lumexis fibre optic model – which weighs considerably less
than those already on the market – made it viable. It is also
the only system in the world capable of showing movies in
high definition, which means passengers have the same
experience they would at the cinema. We were also able to
customize the system – it just ticked all the boxes.

is it frustrating that it’s not linefit offerable?
Since flydubai introduced IFE last November, it has always
been installed post-delivery. This is factored into the timeframe and has proved to be a successful process. However,
we do hope that in future it will be possible to have the system
fitted before delivery, which will allow us to get the aircraft to
Dubai and in the air earning money as soon as possible.

07

how are passengers taking to it? We are very pleased

08

As an aussie, do you miss home? Having moved from

it must be great working for an airline with such
deep pockets? Flydubai was launched in March 2008 with a

low-cost airline but that does not mean low quality. For us,
affordability and excellent service go hand in hand. Passengers

104
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food and beverage management, which led to me managing a
very busy restaurant and nightspot in Brisbane for seven years.
Then in 2000, the Virgin Group announced that they were to
launch a new low-cost airline in Australia. I’d always had a
fascination with aviation, and this seemed a terrific opportunity
to steer my career in an exciting new direction.

start-up capital of AED250 million (US$70 million). The airline is
owned by the government of Dubai but is run as a commercial
operation. Since operations began in June 2009, we have
worked to expand both our fleet and network as quickly as
possible to offer more choice and attract passengers to create a
sustainable and profitable business model in the future. To this
end, in just over two years we have amassed a fleet of 20 brand
new Boeing 737-800 NG aircraft (13 of which are fitted with
Lumexis’s FTTS IFE system) and a network of more than 40
destinations. The remaining 30 aircraft from the order of 50 we
placed with Boeing in 2008 are due to be delivered by the end of
2016, all of which will be fitted with the Lumexis system, as well
as the Boeing Sky Interior. Being the launch customer for
Lumexis and the Boeing Sky Interior are prime examples of how
we are constantly working to improve the passenger experience.

04

receive the same services on flydubai they would on any
traditional carrier, but we allow passengers to choose what they
want – and therefore how much they want to spend. Our
philosophy is to offer the best standards of customer service we
can. We offer a great value café-style menu, which passengers
can purchase on demand through the IFE system, as well as
during the regular cabin service. The on-demand IFE system,
meanwhile, also lets passengers watch movies, TV shows,
listen to music or play games at any time during their flight.

Want to know more about key industry individuals,
but haven’t got the time to search for their Facebook
profile or LinkedIn page? This issue’s ‘FaceSpacer’ is
Daniel Kerrison, inflight product development and
customer experience manager at flydubai. Dan is
currently overseeing the retrofitting of Lumexis’s
innovative FTTS IFE system to the carrier’s fleet.

with uptake so far. It is natural for those on flights of one hour
or less not to buy a movie but on longer flights to Beirut, Kuwait
Russia and Ukraine there has been excellent take up. Some of
the content, including music and games, is free of charge, with
TV shows starting at just US$1.36 and movies from US$6.81,
which we think is excellent value for money. A unique feature of
the system is the passenger survey, which allows customers to
talk directly to us, highlighting the things they like most, but
also giving feedback on areas in which to improve.

Australia’s Gold Coast I am right at home in Dubai. Something
few people know is that Dubai has more coastline than any
other city in the world. I live by the beach and spend countless
hours paddling in my surf kayak around the Palm Jumeirah.
One of the highlights of living here is the ease with which
residents can explore the region. Dubai has a great
geographical location, and with flydubai now flying to 44
remarkable cities (places I otherwise would never have
visited) all within five hours, there are many perfect weekend
destinations. Of course there’s no place like home but I’m
fortunate to now have two amazing homes – Dubai and
Australia – both of which I miss when I’m away.

lav space. the final frontier.

The new Yokohama B757 lav retrofit
is modern, stylish, and most of all —
spacious. our new B757 retrofit lav
incorporates organic shapes into the
overall design, including the industry’s first
certified curved bi-fold door. passengers
enjoy more spaciousness and comfort.

Selected by American Airlines.
the Yokohama lav has been successfully
piloted on an american airlines premium
B757. additionally, it has common parts
with Yokohama B737 lavatories.
See it here: www.yaainc.com/B757lav

or contact Kelly stolle, vp of Marketing & Business Development: Kelly.stolle@yaainc.com tel: 253.893.0130

